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About Starships
and laserguns
“Starships and Laserguns is a lore-based
Tabletop roleplaying game set in a classical
space opera.”

The quote above is one that you may have
seen thrown around before in relation to
Starships and Laserguns.

“Tabletop roleplaying” is a type of game.
It will require at least one friend to play
(sorry about that) and games can last
anywhere from a few hours to a few years.
Similar to other games in the genre,
Starships and Laserguns favours longer
games, where players meet for sessions
regularly for a few hours at a time.

“Lore-based” refers to the fact that all
Starships and Laserguns games are
designed to take place in the same
universe. There is an extensive lore in
place that Game Masters set their games
within. This allows GM’s to focus on
creating stories and players to come to the
table with some knowledge of how the
universe works.

“Classical space opera” refers to a genre
of setting. It is a type of setting filled with
space pirates (spirates), aliens and
mysterious ancient civilisations. The genre
contains many well known works such as:
Star wars, Star trek, Battlestar Galactica,
Dune, Enders game and many others.

Due to the lore-based nature of Starships
and Laserguns, it is very important that
new players read the “The Setting” section
before playing. It is also recommended to
read the Lore book, although the Lore book
is only essential for the Game Master to
read before a game.

The setting

The year is 150,204 ARD. Your seat is

uncomfortable and the economy class cabin

is as cramped as ever, but the journey is

nearly over. As you watch, the blackness

of hyperspace is replaced with the faint

glow of a million stars. The liner’s thrusters

crackle unhealthily into life and ship

lurches forward. As the ship swings

around, the view from your meagre

window pans across the stars, slowly

revealing your destination.

Closer than you’ve ever seen it before, and

larger than you could’ve possibly imagined,

the Alliance’s capital looms ahead.

Ringworld 13, an artificial planet, created

by a now long dead race of ancient aliens,

the two bands of world encircle a super-

massive black hole. The world is the literal

and metaphorical centre of the galaxy.

The Starliner’s thrusters slowly push the

lumbering ship towards the ringworld and

less than half an hour later you stand at

the end of a disembarking ramp, looking

over the world before you. The star port

here stretches far beyond your sight in

every direction and as you take your first

step out into the capital a small speeder

pulls up, waiting to take you to wherever’s

next.

The Previous few paragraphs are to give
you an idea about where a game can start.
This is by no means how games of
Starships and Laserguns should start, just
an idea of what to expect.
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The lore of Starships and Laserguns is too
expansive to fit into this section of the
guide book, and the lore in full can be
found in the lore-book. This section is
designed to help new players jump into the
game easily, so just the basics are covered
here.

The Alliance

The Alliance is the backbone of the known
galaxy. It is the central governing body,
run by a government of democratically
elected officials from all four races.

The Alliance consists of four races; Terrans,
Du’lak, Dracons and Frayans each working
in unison under a single government. The
capital world of the Alliance is Ring-world
13, one of the artificial worlds created by
the Prioribi.

Illians

The Nine Illians are the immortal leaders
of the Alliance. Although they do not
interfere with the majority of the
government, they are as close to monarchs
of the Alliance as it has ever had. They are
capable of overruling any governmental
decision and are themselves outside the
law.

Each of the Illians leads one of the
Alliance’s nine factions.

The Illians each have a companion AI, the
last of the AI to ever be artificially
constructed.

Factions

The Alliance is split between 9 factions,
each lead by one of the Illians. The inter-
faction relationships are usually
representative of the relationships between
the particular Illians that lead them, foe
example, the Ninth and Seventh factions
have a particularly strong relationship,
sharing many facilities, star systems, and
an open border policy.

Each of the factions controls and maintains
their own space.

Credits and Marks

Throughout the alliance, there are a wide
variety of currencies used locally, often
favoured over the galactic standard for one
reason or another. However, the galactic
standard currency is the Alliance Credit
(CR). The Alliance Credit is a stable
currency with next to no inflation.

The Credit is mostly a digital currency,
although ‘Credit chips’ are used, and are
often preferred in many circles due to their
untraceable nature. Credit chips come in
one of seven values: 1, 2, 5, 10, 50, 100
and 1,000 Credits.

One credit holds a significant value, and
many day-to-day items are worth
significantly less than one credit. As such,
the Credit has a lower value counterpart:
the Alliance Mark (MK).

1 Credit is worth 1000 Marks.

Pictured Above: Credit  chips (Large) and Mark Chips (Small)

Name No. Companion

Aldrus Unknown 1 Amethyst

Dee Unknown 2 Lapis

Gerik Unknown 3 Jade

Ivar Unknown 4 Topaz

Unknown Unknown 5 Diamond

Harriet Cooper 6 Emerald

Lilliana Murphy 7 Ruby

Vicki Unknown 8 Zircon

Unknown Atavuli 9 Sapphire
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Prioribi

The Prioribi (Singular: Prioribus) are an
enigma that has persisted through out
history. They have constructed marvels of
technology that seem like magic to modern
society.

The Prioribi are an ancient race, or
collection of races (it’s not clear which),
that have a language similar to Eagiian,
although it has never been fully decoded.

Eagiian

The language spoken nearly uniformly
throughout the Alliance is named Eagiian
after the world Eagiis, which is host to one
of the earliest Alliance settlements still
surviving to this day.

The Eagiian language has it’s own script as
shown bellow.

When writing in the Eagiian script, the
majority of characters should be upper
case. Lower case letters are commonly
used to emphasise a word.

A B C D E F G H I J K L M

A B C D E F G H I J K L M

N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

a b c d e f g h i j k l m

a b c d e f g h i j k l m

n o p q r s t u v w x y z

n o p q r s t u v w x y z

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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Basic Rolls
Stat rolls

There are a number of basic rolls that
players need to be familiar with in
Starships and Laserguns. Rolls are based
on a character's stats, in a certain skill. The
skill or knowledge to be rolled is dictated
by the GM, or this guide. Depending on
what is being rolled, players may need to
roll differently. There are also advantage,
disadvantage and flat modifiers that can
be applied.

The most basic rolls, are stat rolls. These
are rolled as a 2d10 with the required stat’s
bonus added to the outcome of the roll.

Example: A player asked to roll perception, with 15 total
points in that stat would roll 2d10 then add 5 to their
score. This is because they have 15 total points, which
means they have a bonus of +5

Knowledge rolls

When players are asked to roll a knowledge
roll, they do this slightly differently than
when rolling a stat roll. A knowledge roll is
rolled as a d10, the number rolled is
compared to the number of points they
have in that knowledge, every one  the roll
is lower than their stat is 1 success.

Example: A player asked to roll general knowledge, with
7 points in it, they would roll a d10. If they rolled a 5,
that is 3 successes, because the difference is 3. They get
one success form rolling ≤ 7, one from ≤ 6 and a final
one from ≤ 5.

Advantage and
Disadvantage

Advantage and disadvantage are very
similar. They can be applied by the rules,
an item, or at GM discretion. When a roll
is rolled with advantage, it is rolled twice,
and the highest end value is used.
Conversely, when a roll is done with
disadvantage, it is rolled twice and the
lowest value is used.

Example: A player asked to roll  with advantage, they
roll twice. If they roll a 10 and a 16, they use the 16. If
they are rolling the same scores with disadvantage, they
use the 10.

Rounding

There are some rolls that can lead to
results ending with decimals, this is most
common when a roll involved halving the
result. In these cases, the result is always
rounded up.

Complex
Rolls
There are a number of different ways that
rolls can be combined in Starships and
Laserguns. These include the ability to roll
a stat and a knowledge at the same time.
There is a list of combined rolls under the
“Combined rolls list” section of this guide.
This is because many complex rolls have
names. The various methods for rolling
combinations are listed below.

Stat & Stat

Sometimes a situation requires a player to
roll two stats combined. This is done by
rolling 2d10 as normal and adding the
bonus from both stats. This bonus must be
applied, even if it is negative.

Stat & Knowledge

When rolling a stat combined with a
knowledge, the the knowledge is rolled
normally, and any successes are added as
a bonus to the stat

Example: A player asked to roll social + persuasion, and
they had 10 points in social and 3 in persuasion, then
they roll their social and add their successes to their
persuasion.

Knowledge & Knowledge

Sometimes you need to roll a combination
of two knowledge rolls. These are simply
both rolled as normal and the successes
are added together, then divided by 2

Limiters

Sometimes one roll is limited by another.
When this happens the limiting roll is rolled
first, then the limited roll is rolled. The
lowest score is always the one kept.
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Stats and
Knowledge
There are a number of separate stats and
knowledge rolls available in Starships and
Laserguns. They are listed below, along
with a brief description of what each does.
Although their use is ultimately decided by
the GM, this list is intended to give players
a rough idea of what to expect.

Agility - Move

Agility is a character’s ability to move
quickly and accurately. This is usually
rolled whenever characters are required to
climb objects, or when characters are
attempting to keep their balance. It can
also be rolled when attempting to perform
any kind of stunt, such as leaping onto a
moving landspeeder. Agility is also used as
the base stat that a character’s defence
value is based on.

Dexterity - Move

Dexterity is the ability to manipulate small
or tricky objects, rolling a negative can lead
to dropping items or breaking a lock.
Higher dexterity can lead to completion of
some tasks, such as lock picking, faster.

Stealth - Move

Stealth is a character’s ability to hide. It is
also a character’s ability to hide something.
Stealth is used in and out of combat
although it has more limitations than in
other game systems because you can’t
always hide in plain sight.

Aim - Move

Aim is the base of ranged attacks. It is used
in ATK rolls with guns to see if a character
is able to hit their target. The higher the
aim score the more likely a successful hit
is.

Strength - Body

Strength is a character’s ability to lift heavy
objects, primarily. It is also used to

determine the distance objects are thrown
and the maximum mass a character can
carry.

Composure - Body

Composure is a character’s ability to keep
their cool under pressure. It also
encompasses their ability to act or pretend.
Composure is often used for blending in
with a crowd.

Constitution - Body

Constitution is a character’s ability to resist
poisons. It is also relied upon to resist
injury. It represents the physical
endurance of a character’s body.

survival - Body

Survival is a character’s ability to survive
in the wild. Sometimes characters may find
themselves hiding out in an alien jungle, it
is then that characters would use survival
to determine what to and what not to eat,
how to build a fire, or shelter, the use of
herbal medicines ect.

Charisma - Talk

Charisma is the likeableness of a character.
A high charisma will help characters in
persuasion, but hinder them at
intimidation. Charisma is also used in
determining the intent of others.

Communication - Talk

Communication is a character’s ability to
get across an idea clearly, it can be used
to describe an object or scenario quickly.
It is also used for determining the truth or
falsehood of a character’s words.

Persuasion - Talk

Persuasion is used by one character to
convince another character of something.

Intimidation - Talk

Intimidation is similar to persuasion,
however instead of attempting to convince
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someone you are correct, it is threatening
them to do as they’re told.

Logic - Think

Logic is a character’s ability to think
laterally. Higher logic rolls  enable
characters to make logical deductions
where lower rolls may lead to no ability to
deduce answers to problems. Negative rolls
may lead to wrong conclusions being
drawn. Logic is also used for figuring out
puzzles such as lock picking.

Intelligence - Think

Intelligence is a character’s ability to think.
This includes their ability to see things from
multiple angles and understand another
character’s motives. It is often used when
manipulating others.

Technology - Think

Technology is a character’s ability to use
high tech devices. This is important when
using many weapons and especially when
operating unfamiliar starship systems.

Perception - Think

Perception is a character’s ability to see,
smell and hear. A high perception roll may
allow characters to become aware of
events that a character who rolls a low
score may not. Is often used in conjunction
with charisma to determine a the intentions
of another character.

General - Knowledge

General knowledge is rolled to determine
if a character knows things that do not
fall directly under any of the other
categories.

Engineering -
Knowledge

Engineering covers a character’s
knowledge of construction and
engineering. It is also rolled when a
character is attempting to fix something
mechanical.

Tactical - Knowledge

Tactical is a character’s knowledge of
military tactics, this covers their ability to
spot and anticipate an opponent's moves
and their ability to counter them.

Technical - Knowledge

Technical covers the knowledge of devices
and machines. A character with a high
technical knowledge would be able to see
a device and know it’s function, and
sometimes how it does whatever it does.

Historical- Knowledge

Historical covers a character’s knowledge
of the past. This includes everything from
knowledge of the Prioribi to a few centuries
ago. It can also be rolled as a memory
check.

Social - Knowledge

Social is a character’s knowledge of social
conventions and standings. A character
with a low social will be more likely to
accidentally insult another character by
saying or doing something they do not
know is offensive.

Political - Knowledge

Political covers a character’s knowledge of
the political structure, including the 9
factions and their views. It also includes
knowledge of the largest corporations and
their rivalries.

Scientific - Knowledge

Scientific knowledge cover’s a character’s
knowledge of Physics, Chemistry and
Biology.

Proficiency
When a character gains proficiency in a
stat, they change one of the die they roll
that stat with to a d12. When they gain
expertise they replace both die with d12’s.
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When a stat is rolled, the combined die roll
may never go above 20. This means that
when you have proficiency or expertise in
a stat, you can’t roll higher than 20, and
instead whatever you roll (if it’s above 20)
is just counted as 20.

As for critical successes, these are when
both die roll a 10 or above. This means that
not only does proficiency in a stat move
the curve of probability in your favour, but
it also increases your chance of a critical
success. In turn, this also decreases your
chance of a critical fail.

To gain expertise, a player must first have
proficiency, and then can choose to spend
XP to gain expertise.

saving
throws
A number of situations can call for a
character to roll a saving throw. These
are reserved for a character attempting
to stop something from happening that
they were not expecting. Saving throws
are also what characters roll when
attempting to avoid certain attacks.

Saving throws only have the stat’s modifier
applied if it is negative, otherwise it is not
rolled with a modifier. However, if a
character has proficiency or expertise in
the required stat, they can use those.

A character can choose to fail any given
saving throw.

Terminology
DC

A DC (standing for Difficulty Class) is the
threshold that must be broken for a certain
roll. For example if you’re rolling perception
to try and see an approaching figure, the
Game Master may set a number of DC’s.
(They do not need to tell you the DC, and
may refuse to do so because some GM’s
view knowing the DC as meta-gaming,
others do not)

In this example, the DC’s may be set at:
5: You can tell that the figure is a Dracon.
7: You can tell that the figure is a male.
10: You can see that the figure is carrying
a rifle and has a pistol holstered at their
hip.
15: You spot the scar running across the
figure’s left eye.

When you roll equal to, or higher than the
DC, you learn the information attached to
it, and any information attached to lower
DC’s.

The higher DC’s usually contain the most
useful information, as well as the harder
to obtain information. In this example, for
instance, you may not be able to tell the
identity of this approaching figure, however
if you roll a 15 or higher, the scar across
his face identifies him as Kobaan the
vicious, who you were warned about by the
librarian on Ionis IV.

Failing the roll may lead to the player
characters not being alerted to the danger
until it is too late.

Passive Stats

Because characters only roll their stats
when they are actively attempting to
accomplish something, each of their stats
has a passive counterpart which represents
how good a character is at something they
are not actively putting significant effort
into doing. For instance a character’s
passive perception shows how aware of
their surroundings they are when not
actively looking for someone or something.

The passive stats are as follows:

Passive Stat
10 + Stat’s bonus

Passive Proficient Stat
10 + Stat’s bonus + 2

Passive Expertise Stat
10 + Stat’s bonus +4

If a character has advantage on the stat
roll then they gain a +5 bonus to their
passive stat
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Short Rests

A short rest is an hour’s break, during
which a character cannot travel any
substantial distance by foot, hoverbike or
hoverboard. They must take no strenuous
activities and be allowed to relax.

After a short rest a character may recover
their stun by rolling 1d4 per character
level, and recovering that much stun. This
cannot increase a character’s stun above
their maximum.

Long Rests

A long rest is an eight hour rest, during
which a character cannot travel any
substantial distance by foot, hoverbike or
hoverboard. They must take no strenuous
activities and be allowed to sleep for at
least 6 hours.

After a long rest a character’s stun is
replenished to it’s maximum.

Criticals

A critical success is when a character rolls
a 10 or above one one of their die on a stat
check or attack roll. This adds 2 to the roll
and if the critical success is on an attack
roll, the attack deals 1 additional damage.

A super-critical success is when a character
rolls a 10 or above on both of their die on
a stat check or attack roll. This
automatically passes the roll and all
damage die are rolled twice.

A critical fail is when a character rolls a 1
on one of their die on a stat check or attack
roll. This adds -2 to the roll.

A super-critical fail is when a character rolls
a 1 on both of their die on a stat check or
attack roll. This automatically fails the
check or attack.

An Anit-critical is when a character rolls a
10 or above on one of their die and a 1 on
the other die. This has no effect as the
critical success and critical failure cancel
out.

Units

Starships and Laserguns uses a number of
units in the game’s rules, following the
metric system of measurement. The only
exception to this rule is the units used for
“weight”. Although no unit is given for
weight when listing the weight of items,
one unit of weight is equal to 0.5kg.

Carry weight

The Carry weight is the maximum amount
of weight a character can carry is
calculated via the following:

(Your Strength + 5) x 10

This means a character with -4 strength
can carry up to 5kg (10 units) and a
character with +5 strength can carry up to
50kg (100 units).

A character cannot carry more than their
carry weight.
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Creating a Character
Stats
Vehicles
Knowledge
Background
Race
HP & Stun

Background
Cartographer
High Society
Journalist
Marine
Mercenary
Mechanic
Military Pilot
Racer
Scientist
Star pirate
Trade Pilot

Races
Terran
Du’lak
Dracon
Frayan
Artificial Intelligence

Part II

Character
Creation
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Creating a
character
Stats

A character’s stats are rolled for by rolling
a d10 (a 10 sided die) and taking 5 from
the result. This is then repeated until you
have 16 numbers (or 8 if you are playing
an AI), each somewhere between -4 and
+5. You then allocate each of these
numbers to one stat and write the
result of your roll in the box on your
character sheet corresponding to
that stat. Each result can only be
used once.

Vehicles

A character’s vehicle stats are
not rolled for with die. Each
character starts with 10 vehicle
points that they can allocate to
a vehicle. They write these in
the box corresponding to a
vehicle of their choice. Each
vehicle can have no more than
5 points allocated to it during
character creation, however
during the course of a game
they may allocate more points.

Knowledge

A character’s knowledge
stats are rolled for by rolling
a d10. This number is then
allocated to a knowledge by
writing it in the box on your
character sheet
corresponding to that
knowledge.
Each result can
only be used once.

Race

A character’s race is chosen by the
player at will. The character’s race
is written in the “Race” box under
the “info” section of the character
sheet. Any modifiers that race

provides are then added to the character’s
sheet.

HP & Stun

A character starts the game with 4 HP and
6 Stun. These should be recorded under
the Max HP/Max Stun and the HP/Stun
sections as all characters start with full HP
and Stun.

Starting Gear

A character starts the game
with some basic equipment.
This equipment is bought
for XP before the start of
the game using the
Starting gear table.
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Starting Gear
In Starships and Laserguns, characters
start with a set amount of XP that they can
spend on gear, ability points, perks,
credits, ect.

A character can choose to start with
additional XP by starting with lower stress.

Starting XP

A character starts a game of Starships and
Laserguns with 250 XP. AI characters start
with an additional 100 XP.

Gear

You can buy some gear for XP during
character creation. This gear cannot be
bought with XP outside of character
creation, and must be bought with Credits
and Marks after the game has started.

Ai bodies

It is recommended for AI characters to
start with a body other than the Helium
soft-light body. This is because the Helium
body has a maximum carry weight of 0. It
is useable as a secondary body but is not
recommended as a character’s main body.

Starships

It is common for characters in Starships
and Laserguns to start with a single
starship between a group. Your game
master may choose to give you a starship,
or you may have to acquire one in-game.

ACS License

An ACS License allows a character to
Accept contracts from the ACS (Allied
Cartographic Society).

A level 2 license is for a crew member.

A level 3 license is for a captain with 1 or
less crew members.

A level 4 license is awarded to a level 3
holder that has more than 1 crew members.

The ACS does not accept AI for level 3 or
4 licenses.

More

A character needs a number of skills to
operate their equipment. Be sure to check
the Skills section (Under gameplay).

Characters can also spend any left over XP
on perks, additional stat points and more.
See the Experience Points section (Also
under gameplay).

Name Type Cost

T5 Blaster Pistol Sidearm 10 XP

T6 Blaster Rifle Rifle 20 XP

T7 Long Blaster Sniper rifle 25 XP

T8 Auto Blaster Support 200 XP

CHS Hand Blade Knife 10 XP

CHS Long Blade Sword 25 XP
CHS Arondite Hammer 25 XP
CHS Warscythe Scythe 30 XP
CHS Long Handle Spear 30 XP
Small Plasma canister Ammunition 5 XP
Simple Helmet Armour 20 XP
Simple Greaves Armour 25 XP
Simple Bracers Armour 25 XP
Simple Body Armour Armour 100 XP
Simple Shield Armour 100 XP
Simple Gloves Armour 25 XP
Simple Boots Armour 30 XP
Belt Armour 5 XP
Holster Armour 10 XP
Neon Grey Hardlight AI Body 100 XP
Blues Hard-mech AI Body 100 XP
Pop Hard-mech AI Body 200 XP
Cotton Soft-mech AI Body 200 XP
Helium Soft-Light AI Body 25 XP
Data-slate Miscellaneous 20 XP

Name Type Cost

Backpack Miscellaneous 5 XP

Datachip Miscellaneous 2 XP

Common clothes Miscellaneous 5 XP

Travellers clothes Miscellaneous 10 XP

Fancy clothes Miscellaneous 15 XP

ACS License (Lvl 2) Licenses 20 XP

ACS License (Lvl 3) Licenses 30 XP

One Credit Currency 1 XP
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Races

Terran
Terran traits

There are a number of traits that are
inherited from being a Terran.
Stats - you can improve any 2 stats by one
point. This cannot be used to increase a
stat above 5.
Size - A Terran character can be anywhere
between 1.4 and 2.0 meters tall. They are
in the medium size class.
Speed - The base speed of a Terran
character is 10 meters per turn (2m/s).

Appearance

Terrans appear human, they can be
anywhere between 1.4 and 2.0 meters tall.
Their hair can be a shade of black, brown
blonde or ginger. Their eyes are often
brown, blue or green. Other eye colours,
such as purple or red are usually found in
Half-Terrans.

Terran skin colours range from a near white
to a light brown. Although there are few
instances of much darker skin in modern
times, it was far more prevalent in ages
past due to the majority of the population
living in artificial habitats or carefully
climate controlled homes for thousands of
years.

Familiar faces

Even though the Terrans appear nearly
identical to humans, they are distinctly
different. They come from the planet Terra
Maxima in the Terra Lux star system.

It is very important to remember that they
are a distinct race.

Lost home

The Terran home world of Terra Maxima
was destroyed in 2553 TMY. They were
reduced to a wandering species of nomads
until they discovered the ringworlds. This
time is known in alliance history as The

Dark Years and saw the loss of large
swaths of the Terran population.

The Terrans have recovered from their loss
over the millennia, with various alliance
colonies being established and the
ringworlds being settled.

Long Life

Terrans can live for as long as 200 Terran
years. Although this is nearly 290 Earth
years, it is still slightly below average for
an alliance member.
This longevity means that Terrans are still
considered young until they are 35 years
old.

inventors

Centuries of technological development
have lead to the Terrans developing
artificial intelligence and creating the
framework that allowed ship spirits to come
into existence.

From battle-cruisers to ringworlds to data-
slates, Terrans have an affinity for
technology.

Half Terrans

Terrans are able to inter breed with any of
the other alliance races, the result of which
are known as half-breeds. They can take
on a number of appearances depending on
their family.

A Half-Terran has a Terran father and their
mother is either Du’lak, Frayan or Dracon.
They have a Terran appearance, with blue,
green or yellow blood, depending on their
mother’s race. They can also have non-
Terran eye colours.

When the father is non-Terran and the
mother is Terran, the resulting offspring
will have red blood, and may have Terran
eye colours, but will otherwise take after
their father in appearance.
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Du’lak
Du’lak traits

There are a number of traits that are
inherited from being a Du’lak.
Stats - a Du’lak character’s
Dexterity stat and their
Perception stat are each
improved by 1. This cannot be
used to increase a stat above 5.
Size - A Du’lak character can be
anywhere between 1.2 and 2.1
meters tall. They are in the
medium size class.
Speed - The base speed of a
Du’lak character is 10 meters
per turn (2m/s).
Perceptive vision - Du’lak
Characters gain the
Perceptive Vision perk by
default.

Appearance

The Du’lak are a humanoid
race, with vividly coloured
skin. Most notably a trio of long
tentacle like protrusions, called
Xy’E’Tendris, hang down from
the back of their heads reaching
as far as their waist.

They have large slanted eyes,
their ears are pointed and they
have no hair, although on occasion
males have been known to grow
beards. The Du’lak’s skin colour is based
on their Yan, and their eye colour is
somewhat random, although usually a
yellow, purple or red.

The yan

The Du’lak come from one of three
ethnicities. The Ko’Yan, Za’Yan and
the De’Yan. The names come from the
ancient Du’lak language “Du’lingui”, in
which the apostrophe joins two concepts,
in this case, Yan is the word for an
ethnicity, and “Ko” “Za” and “De” are the
names of each group.

The Ko’Yan are the most common, they are
generally blue, red or green skinned and
their Xy’E’Tendris are tipped with small
fins.

The Za’Yan are not as uncommon as
De’Yan, but less common than the Ko’Yan.

They comprise the other colours of the
visible spectrum. Their Xy’E’Tendris are
tipped with small frills or spines.

The De’Yan are among the rarest of
the Du’lak, their skins are white,
black or a shade of grey and their
Xy’E’Tendris are not tipped with
anything.

Diverse species

The Du’lak’s average height is
similar to that of the Terrans
over all, however their males
have a taller stance and the
females are shorter. The
males are often between 1.7
and 2.1 meters tall and
their females are often
between 1.2 and 1.6

meters tall.

This makes the average
height of the race as a whole
1.65 meters tall, which is a
significantly rare height for
any Du’lak to actually be.

Long life

Du’lak can live for as long
as 250 Terran years. This
life span puts them slightly
above average for an
alliance race.
This longevity means that
Du’lak are still considered
young until they are
around 35 years old.

Shadows

There is one last group of Du’lak, rarely
talked about and confined to an incredible
rarity: Xy’E’Ven’Yan. These ‘Shadow’
Du’lak are only found around 1 in
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100,000,000. These Du’lak have a fourth
Xy’E’Tendris and their skin is always a
perfect black. Their eyes have pitch black
Irises and the regular whites are replaced
with a dark grey.

g.r.a.s.s

The Du’lak are innately intolerant to
alcohol. Each of the known races has a
different tolerance. Frayans are the most
tolerant, followed by Terrans, then Dracon
and last are the Du’lak.

If a character with alcohol intolerance
drinks alcohol, they will become
unconscious within 30 seconds and will
remain like that for around 25 hours.

Du’lak scientists invented a substance
known as G.R.A.S.S, when the alliance was
still young. This substance is taken as a
‘shot’ before drinking alcohol. It can also
be used to revive a Du’lak or other alcohol
intolerant person who has passed out due
to consuming alcohol.

Half-Du’lak

Du’lak are able to inter breed with any of
the other alliance races, the result of which
are known as half-breeds. They can take
on a number of appearances depending on
their family.

A Half-Du’lak has a Du’lak father and their
mother is either Terran, Frayan or Dracon.
They have a Du’lak appearance, with red,
green or yellow blood, depending on their
mother’s race. They can also have non-
Du’lak eye colours.

When the father is non-Du’lak and the
mother is Du’lak, the resulting offspring
will have blue blood, and may have Du’lak
eye colours, but will otherwise take after
their father in appearance.
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Frayan
Frayan traits

There are a number of traits that are
inherited from being a Frayan.
Stats - a Frayan character’s Agility
stat and their Perception stat are
each improved by 1. This cannot be
used to increase a stat above 5.
Size - A Frayan character can be
anywhere between 0.8 and 1.2
meters tall. They are in the
medium size class.
Speed - The base speed of a
Frayan character is 10 meters
per turn (2m/s).
Perceptive Hearing - Frayan Characters
gain the Perceptive hearing perk by default.

Appearance

The Frayans make up the shorter end of
the Alliance races. They can be as short as
80cm to the top of the head, and reach a
maximum of 1.2m to the top of the head.
They Frayans do however, have ears that
can add an additional 25cm to their height.

They have wolf-like faces and their bodies
are covered in a short fur, that can very
greatly in colour. They have long fluffy tails
and orange-yellow eyes.

Short life

Frayans can only live for around 150 Terran
years. This life span puts them well bellow
average for an alliance race.

This life span means
that Frayans are still

considered young until they
are around 25 years old.

Large
ears

The large ears
of the Frayans

were evolved over
thousands of years

to combat the many natural
hazards of their home
world of Fraya where what
little land there was was

often covered in a thick jungle, and larger
ears and acute hearing was more useful
than large eyes and good vision. As a
result, many Frayans have poor eyesight
compared to the rest of the alliance races.

Fraya

The world is mostly covered in a single
large ocean, known as the world sea. The
sea is dotted with a number of small
archipelago's and island chains.

The world is home to a number of
dangerous aquatic species that made early
sea travel incredibly dangerous, cutting off
many early settlements and leading to the
differing fur colours.

What land the planet did have was covered
in a thick jungle, surrounded by sandy
beaches and steep cliffs. Many of the
islands were volcanic and occasionally the
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volcanoes proved to be an issue for the
native Frayans.

Half-Frayans

Frayans are able to inter breed with any of
the other alliance races, the result of which
are known as half-breeds. They can take
on a number of appearances depending on
their family.

A Half-Frayan has a Frayan father and their
mother is either Terran, Du’lak or Dracon.
They have a Frayan appearance, with red,
blue or yellow blood, depending on their
mother’s race. They can also have non-
Frayan eye colours.

When the father is non-Frayan and the
mother is Frayan, the resulting offspring
will have green blood, and may have
Frayan eye colours, but will otherwise take
after their father in appearance.
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Dracon
Dracon
traits

There are a number of traits
that are inherited from being
a Dracon.
Stats - a Dracon
character’s Strength stat
and their Constitution
stat are each improved by 1. This cannot
be used to increase a stat above 5.
Size - A Dracon character can be anywhere
between 2.0 and 3.0 meters tall. They are
in the medium size class.
Speed - The base speed of a Dracon
character is 10 meters per turn (2m/s).
Winged - Dracon Characters can spread
their large wings out to glide. Rules for
gliding are included under the movement
section. These count as a rating 2 glider.
Heavy Lifters - A Dracon character can
carry an additional 40 units of weight.

Appearance

When fully grown the Dracon stand around
2.5 meters tall and easily reach 3 meters.
Their bodies are coated in thick scaly hide
that offers them a certain amount of innate
protection and a pair of large wings adorn
their backs, with a wingspan often upwards
of 5 meters across. These wings are large

enough that similarly proportioned wings
attached to any other race would allow
them to fly, although with significant effort.

However, the Dracon are
incapable of flight,

although they have
been known to be
capable of gliding
short distances.
Their heads are
adorned with
between 2 and
6 sharp horns
and they have
large reptilian
snouts. Their
thick-set tails

once helped their
ancestors stabilize
their flight
although these
days it is of less use

to the Dracon.

Flightless
wings

The Dracon’s large wingspan
is an evolutionary left over
from a time long past. The
Dracon were once a much

smaller species, capable of flying with their
large wings.

However, as the Dracon developed
technology and agriculture, they began to
loose the use of their wings. As their
survival became less and less dependant
on their flight and more dependant on the
strength to move large farming machinery
and the durability to spend all day working
in a field they slowly lost their wings in
favour of additional muscles.

Today their muscle mass exceeds their
wings lifting capacity and they are only
capable of using them to glide for a short
time.

Long life

Dracon  can live for as long as 300 Terran
years. This life span puts them as the
longest lived race in the alliance. This
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longevity means that Dracon are still
considered young until they are around 45
years old.

Desert life

The Dracon home world, Draco, is mostly
a barren desert. The Dracon, having
evolved to live on such a world often prefer
the more arid planets.

Half-Dracon

Dracons  are able to inter breed with any
of the other alliance races, the result of
which are known as half-breeds. They can
take on a number of appearances
depending on their family.

A Half-Dracon has a Dracon father and
their mother is either Du’lak, Frayan or
Terran. They have a Dracon appearance,
with blue, green or red blood, depending
on their mother’s race. They can also have
non-Dracon eye colours.

When the father is non-Dracon and the
mother is Dracon, the resulting offspring
will have yellow blood, and may have
Dracon eye colours, but will otherwise take
after their father in appearance.
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AI
AI traits

There are a number of traits
that are inherited from being
an AI.
Body - as an AI, you have a
body that is separate from
your mind. AI’s do not have
Body or Move stats.
Stats - you can improve any
1 stat by one point. This cannot
be used to increase a stat
above 5.
Size - An AI character’s height
is determined by the body they
are currently using. They are in
the medium size class.
Speed - The base speed of an AI
character is 10 meters per turn
(2m/s). This can be changed by
their body.

Many Bodies

AI’s have code-based minds, which rely on
artificial bodies. These bodies come in four
main forms:

Soft Light
Soft light bodies are typical holograms.
They make use of a small drone-like device
known as a heart, this is the hardware and
is hovered inside their "body" which is
projected around them. Due to the
technical limitations of Holograms, Soft
light bodies are much higher resolution

than Hard light bodies in a similar price
range, however they are rating zero.
This means that they cannot physically
interact with the world.

Hard Light
Hard light bodies are holograms that
balance resolution and rating, meaning
that they are able to physically interact
to some degree, however it becomes far

more obvious that they are holograms.
Some companies provide industrial grade
bodies to any AI workers, these have very
high rating allowing them to carry large

loads but their resolution is so low
that they seem to shimmer in place.

Hard Mech
Hard Mechs are the most obvious body
type. They are robots, metal and wires all
the way through. The exact looks for these
are heavily dependant  on the specific
needs of the AI. These also are the least
common body type as they do not look
Terran, something which AI often value
highly.

Soft Mech
Soft Mechs are the most expensive, but
also regarded as the "best" bodies. They
appear indistinguishable from Terrans
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unless you damage them, which exposes
the wires below their "skin". These bodies
are capable of eating and drinking similar
to a Terran, and using a similar process to
digestion to generate power, although this
makes them dependent on breathing.

An AI’s body changes their physical stats,
meaning that if their body is changed, so
do their Move and Body stats. The Body
and Move stats of each AI body can be
found in the Encyclopaedia. It is
recommended that players keep a record
of the stats attached to each body they
own.

Digital Terrans

Artificial Intelligence was created by the
Terrans in the late 2550’s TMY. The AI were
given full rights as citizens by the 2560’s
and

The Pinocchio Effect

The AI’s minds were originally modelled on
Terran minds and as such they have an
innate desire to be Terran. Despite years
of research before the code-bans,
researchers never managed to deduce the
exact origins of this feeling.

During the early days of research, the AI
were not considered to have any rights and
as such, it was common for them to be
experimented upon in unusually cruel ways
that often involved disabling select parts
of their code. After the wider public became
aware of this, public outrage forced the
code-bans to be put into place forbidding
the creation or editing of Artificial
intelligence’s of any kind.

Due to this desire, AI’s act almost exactly
as a Terran would and with an adequate
body can be extremely difficult to
distinguish from a Terran. This is known as
the Pinocchio effect, after an old Terran
fairy tale.

Terran In all but name

Due to the Pinocchio effect, AI fought for
the right to be classified as Terran in Law.

Although at the time it was an unpopular
move, that was 150,000 years ago and
common opinion has since shifted in favour
of the AI’s claim to be classified as Terran.

In modern times it has become common
to refer to AI as Terran, only distinguishing
between Organic Terrans and Digital
Terrans if strictly needed.

Lost home

The Terran home world of Terra Maxima
was destroyed in 2553 TMY. They were
reduced to a wandering species of nomads
until they discovered the ringworlds. This
time is known in alliance history as The
Dark Years and saw the loss of large
swaths of the Terran population. It also
saw a rise in the percentage of the
population that were AI’s.

The Terrans have recovered from their loss
over the millennia, with various alliance
colonies being established and the
ringworlds being settled. However the AI
population has maintained a stable 25%
ever since.

Long Life

AI live for around 200 Terran years.
Although this is nearly 290 earth years, it
is still slightly below average for an alliance
member.
This longevity means that AI are still
considered young until they are 35 years
old.

AI Bodies
Basics

An AI body allows an AI to interact with
the physical world. They can only operate
a single body at one time and require
physically transferring between bodies to
use a different one.

Changing body

An AI can change body if they are both
within the same space. It is a complex
action to change bodies. The AI cannot
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leave the data-chip that it is on, and this
data-chip must be transferred to a
separate body to control it.

Buying a body

An AI’s body is a very personal thing. An
AI will usually choose one appearance and
attempt to replicate that same appearance
across each of their bodies.

Due to this, AI bodies come with a high
degree of customisability, from Soft-mechs
being custom modelled to fit an AI’s
personal look, which is one of the leading
factors in their high price tags to the
incredible customisability of light bodies.
Light bodies are more customisable,
although they take on the appearance of
that the first AI to inhabit them. This
appearance is set once (usually by the AI’s
parents) and cannot be changed.

Security

A body cannot be operated by an AI other
than it’s owner. This is because each AI
has a slightly different Neural signature
and an AI’s body is locked to the Neural
signature of the first AI to inhabit it.

As of yet there exists no black-market for
pre-owned AI bodies as it costs more than
5 million credits to unlock an AI body, and
doing this factory resets it, which means
there is no profit to make from such an
undertaking. There is a constant struggle
between the black-markets and
manufacturers as they each attempt to
out-do the other.
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Part III

Game play
Initiative

Initiative
Actions
Simple Actions
Bonus Actions
Reactions
Free Actions

Movement
Base movement
Sprinting
Difficult terrain
Gliding
Flying

Skills
Sidearm
Rifleman
Sniper
Shotgunnery
Knife fighting
Swordsman
Hammer wielding
Scythe wielding
Axe wielding
Spear wielding
Shield wielding
Heavy armour
Medium armour
Light armour

Weapons
Guns
Ranged attacks
Fire Modes
Aiming
Melee weapons
Grenades

Defence
Defence value
Armour
Dodge

Other actions
Takedowns
Reloading
Miscellaneous

Health
HP
Stun
Permanent injuries
Healing

Sanity
 Stress
 Relief

Experience Points
Spending XP

 Bonus Points
 Levelling up a character

Perks
Precision Aim

 Slicer
 Perceptive
 Gunslinging
 Smooth Talker
 Resilient
 Melee combat
 Knowledge
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Initiative
Initiative

Players are entered into combat time at
the discretion of the Game Master. When
entering into combat time players make
their moves based on their placement on
the Initiative tracker, each turn is 5
seconds long.

When a GM declares combat time is
initiated, all players involved in combat
must roll their initiative. The base initiative
is rolled as a 1d12 + your Agility score. For
initiative, the modifier is added after the
1d12 is rolled. The GM will roll initiative for
all NPC’s, both friendly and enemies.

When a character has rolled their initiative
they are ordered from highest to lowest on
the “initiative tracker”.

Each turn, characters are able to perform
two simple actions. Some non-player
characters may be able to perform more
actions per turn. Once every character on
the tracker has taken their turn, the
“round” is over and all players must roll
their initiative again.

Actions

Characters are able to make a number of
actions each turn. The table below shows
what actions each character has available
to them per turn as standard. A character
may only attack once per turn. Some
creatures or other NPC’s may not adhere
to this list.

Simple actions

Characters are able to make 2 simple
actions each turn. These are the majority
of a character’s actions and include things

such as moving, attacking or aiming. Some
actions require more than one Simple
action to perform. If the action requires
two simple actions to perform, both of
which must be taken in one turn, then it is
called a Complex action. If the action’s
simple actions can be spread out over
multiple turns then it is called an Extended
action.

Bonus actions

Characters are able to perform one Bonus
action on their turn. A bonus action is
usually a very simple action, such as
drawing a weapon from a holster.

reactions

Characters may perform one reaction per
turn. A Reaction is not taken on a
character’s turn, but during another
character’s turn in response to a specific
trigger, such as an attack of opportunity.

Free actions

Characters may perform as many free
actions as they like on their turn. These are
usually things that do not require any
thought, such as dropping a held item or
opening an unlocked door.

Movement
Base movement

Players are able to take the “movement”
action, to move up to their current
movement score in meters. There is no
limit on the number of corners that this can
include.

sprinting

Sprinting is a complex action. When a
character sprints, they are able to move
up to 4d12 meters. This roll has a
minimum of the character’s base
movement.

A character can choose to take a point of
stress to add an additional 2d12 to a sprint

Type of Action Number per turn
Simple Action 2
Bonus Action 1

Reaction 1
Free Action Unlimited
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action. This may be done after the roll is
made. This counts as a bonus action.

Note:
Whilst this means a character can theoretically run 72m
in 5 seconds, the statistical chances of rolling 70 or above
are less than 0.001% and the probability of rolling a 48
without taking a point of stress is ~0.0048%

Difficult Terrain

Some areas of a combat map may be
classed as “Difficult Terrain”. Difficult
terrain is usually declared by the Game
master, however a tile containing a dead
(or unconscious) body is always classed as
difficult terrain.

Difficult terrain requires double movement
to move over. Every 1m traversed takes
2m of a character’s movement.

Gliding

Some characters are able to glide. When a
character glides, they must take into
account the rating of their glider and the
mass being suspended from it.

A glider can support 200 mass, after which
it’s rating is decreased by 1 for every
additional 200 mass held by it. Once the
glider’s rating has reached 0, it will no
longer function and the characters will
simply fall as normal.

A glider’s rating is also decreased by 1 for
every additional 0.1 G’s, or increased by 1
for every 0.1 G’s less. In 0.1 G, a character
does not glide. They continue in any
direction they are moving unless stopped.

A glider has a minimum glide angle based
on it’s rating. The table bellow shows the
angle compared to the rating.

The glider may choose to glide at a steeper
angle than one shown, but gliding at an
angle steeper than 45 degrees will induce
falling damage.

Bellow is a table of angles compared to the
distance this means they travel in one turn.

Flying

If a character has a flying speed, they are
able to move freely. A character may move
up to their flying speed in any direction
whilst flying, as well as using some of that
movement vertically. This means that it
works the same as regular movement, with
an added 3rd dimension.

Skills
Sidearms - 25 XP

Characters with the sidearms skill gain the
ATK bonus from a pistol when making an
attack with them.

Rifleman - 50 XP

Characters with the rifleman skill gain the
ATK bonus from a rifle when making an
attack with them.

Rating Minimum Angle
1 18.4
2 14

3 11.3
4 9.5
5 8.1
6 7.1
7 6.3
8 5.7

Angle Distance
Horizontal

Distance
Vertical

5.7 10 1
6.3 9 1
7.1 8 1
8.1 7 1
9.5 6 1
11.3 5 1
14 4 1
18.4 3 1
26.6 2 1
45 1 1
63.4 1 2
71.6 1 3
76 1 4
78.7 1 5
80.5 1 6
81.9 1 7
82.9 1 8
83.7 1 9
84.3 1 10
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Marksman - 50 XP

Characters with the Marksman skill gain
the ATK bonus from a sniper rifle when
making an attack with them. If a character
does not have this skill they roll Sniper rifle
attacks at disadvantage.

Support - 50 XP

Characters with the Support  skill gain the
ATK bonus from a Support weapon when
making an attack with them. If a character
does not have this skill they roll hammer
attacks at disadvantage.

Heavy weaponry - 50 XP

Characters with the Heavy weaponry skill
gain the ATK bonus from a Heavy weapon
when making an attack with them. If a
character does not have this skill they roll
hammer attacks at disadvantage.

Knife fighting - 25 XP

Characters with the knife fighting skill gain
the ATK bonus from a knife when making
an attack with them.

Swordsman - 50 XP

Characters with the swordsman skill gain
the ATK bonus from a sword when making
an attack with them.

Hammer wielding - 50 XP

Characters with the hammer wielding skill
gain the ATK bonus from a hammer when
making an attack with them. If a character
does not have this skill they roll hammer
attacks at disadvantage.

Scythe wielding - 50 XP

Characters with the Scythe wielding skill
gain the ATK bonus from a Scythe when
making an attack with them. If a character
does not have this skill they roll Scythe
attacks at disadvantage.

Spear wielding - 50 XP

Characters with the Spear wielding skill
gain the ATK bonus from a Spear when
making an attack with them. If a character
does not have this skill they roll Spear
attacks at disadvantage.

shield wielding - 50 XP

Characters with the shield wielding skill
gain the DEF bonus from a shield when
making an dodge action with them.

Heavy Armour - 100 XP

Characters with the heavy armour skill gain
the DEF bonus from heavy armour when
worn.

Medium Armour - 50 XP

Characters with the medium armour skill
gain the DEF bonus from medium armour
when worn.

light Armour - 25 XP

Characters with the light armour skill gain
the DEF bonus from light armour when
worn.

Powered Armour - 500
XP

Characters with the powered armour skill
gain the bonuses from powered armour
when worn.
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Weapons
Guns

Guns are an integral part of Starships and
Laserguns combat. There are a variety of
weapons and each type has their own
benefit and drawback. They also each come
with a number of stats that are used to
determine how each is used. These
include: ATK, Max range, Damage, Mass
and Durability. Attacks with Guns in
Starships and Laserguns will always be a
strong disadvantage when attempting to
shoot someone who a character is already
in melee combat range of.

attacking

When rolling an attack on a target, a
character must first know the distance to
the target. Each ranged weapon has three
range brackets that incur differing
disadvantages to the roll.

Weapons take varying modifiers to their
attack rolls depending on the Range class
of weapons and the range bracket they are
firing in.

The tables on the following page shows the
various modifiers applied to each range
class depending on the range bracket they
are firing in.

Attacks are rolled according to the
following:

With required skill
2d10 + weapon’s ATK modifier + Aim

stat modifier + Range modifier + Firing
mode attack modifier +1 per Aim action

Without required skill
2d10 + Aim stat modifier + Range

modifier + Firing mode attack modifier
+1 per Aim action
(at disadvantage)

The value rolled is then compared to the
DEF value of the target. To find the degrees
of success, take the DEF value away from
the attack’s result. Any number of negative
degrees of success are considered a failure.

Firing modes

Most guns have a number of firing modes
available to them. When an attack is rolled,
a player must first declare which firing
mode they are using, from the list of
available firing modes. On the next page
is a table of the modifiers each firing mode
applies to the attack roll.

Below is a description of each Firing mode,
some have special effects they apply to
enemies, which are also outlined below.

Single shot
Most weapons that can be found through
out Omnia have this basic firing mode.
Some optical weaponry doesn’t come with
a single shot mode, but the same effect
can be achieved by lightly tapping the
trigger.

3 shot burst
This is a quick burst of fire, usually found
on blasters and projectile based weaponry
although some optical weapons have been
known to make use of a variant of this
firing mode.

Fully Automatic (x)
This is a sustained burst of fire, usually
used in what are affectionately known
among militaries as Spray-and-pray tactics.
This firing mode comes with a modifier at
the end, which is a multiplier. The higher
the number the more shots are fired.

Overcharged beam
A beam, outputting far more power than
is safely usable for an extended period of
time.
If this firing mode is used on a turn
consecutive to an attack with the same
weapon, there is a chance that the weapon
may overheat. After the attack is rolled,
roll a 1d8, on a 1 the weapon overheats
and becomes inoperable for 1d6 turns. If
both attacks were with this firing mode,
roll a 1d4 to determine if the weapon
overheats.

Sustained beam
A continual beam of fire. This is a rare firing
mode, as the majority of optical weapons
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Bracket Name Range
Melee Range Up to 1m
Short range  1m to ¼ max range

Medium Range ¼ max range to ½ max range
Long Range ½ max range to max range

Range Class Optimal Range Brackets
Close Quarters Melee Range
Low Short Melee & Short Range

High Short Short Range

Low Medium Short & Medium Range
High Medium Medium Range
Low Long Medium & Long Range
High Long Long Range

Range class Melee range
modifiers

Short range
modifiers

Medium range
modifiers

Long range
modifiers

Close Quarters +1 -1 -3 Disadvantage

Low Short 0 0 -3 Disadvantage

High Short -1 +1 -1 Disadvantage

Low Medium -2 0 0 -2

High Medium Disadvantage -1 +1 -1

Low Long Disadvantage -3 0 0

High Long Disadvantage -3 -1 +1

Firing mode Attack Modifier

Single shot +1

3 shot burst 0

Fully-automatic (1-3) -2
Fully-automatic (4-5) -3

Overcharged Beam -1

Sustained Beam -3

Burst +2

Firing mode Ammunition
used

Hits per
degree of
success

Maximum
hits

Damage
modifier

Number
of
actions

Can be
aimed

Single Shot 1 1 1 —— 1 Yes

3 shot burst 3 1 3 —— 1 Yes

Fully-automatic (X) 10 times (X) (X) 10 times (X) —— 2 No

Overcharged beam 4 1 1 Damage times 3 1 Yes

Sustained beam 4 0.5 2 —— 2 No

Burst 6 1 6 Half damage 1 Yes
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cannot sustain the level of output required
for continual firing.
If this firing mode is used on the same
target over consecutive turns, all attacks
after the first are made with advantage
until the weapon needs reloading or
something blocks line of sight.

Burst
6 pulses of optical weapons fire in quick
succession make the Burst fire mode
exceptionally dangerous, and hard to
dodge.

Aiming

Most hand held weapons can be aimed to
increase their accuracy. Aiming is a single
action that gives a +1 to hit on the next
attack with the weapon being aimed.
Aiming can be stacked up to 3 times.

The aim action is invalidated if line of sight
to the target being aimed at is broken or
you use an action, bonus action or reaction
to do anything else.

Aiming can only be performed with ranged
weapons, and some weapons may give
larger bonuses to the aim.

Melee weapons

Melee weapons come in a variety of types,
each with their advantages and
disadvantages. Melee weapons come in
one of two types; Dexterity and Strength
based. The type of weapon determines
what the weapon’s attack is based on.

Dexterity: Knives, Daggers, Katars, Battle
Scythes, Swords & Spears.

Strength: Battle Hammers & Battle Axes.

To make a Melee attack with a weapon, a
character rolls the following:

With required skill
2d10 + weapon’s ATK modifier +
Strength OR Dexterity modifier

Without required skill
2d10 + Strength OR Dexterity modifier

(at disadvantage)

The value rolled is then compared to the
DEF value of the target. To find the degrees
of success, take the DEF value away from
the attack’s result. Any number of negative
degrees of success are considered a failure.

Grenades

Grenades can be thrown up to a range of
15m + Strength Bonus. A character
declares the tile within range that they
intend to throw the grenade to. They
then roll a d10 and a d4 as scatter die.
The Scatter die determine how far off
target the throw is, and in what direction.

The 1d10 determines the direction and
the 1d4 determines how far. When rolling
the 1d10 a 1 or 10 (also seen as 0 on
some die) indicates that the throw is on
target and the 1d4 is not rolled. For the
directions based on the roll, see the table
below.

The distance offset of a grenade’s throw
is determined by the d4. Depending on
the distance between the thrower and
intended target the d4 is rolled with a
negative applied. If the value rolled for
the 1d4 is 0 or lower, it is counted as 1.
See the table below.

Grenades require 3m of range to break
through a single pane of glass, or a 50
Newton rating hardlight, requiring an
additional 1m range for every additional
pane of glass or 25 Newton rating. If they
have less than this they will bounce off.
Grenades do a set amount of damage, 2x
your distance to the grenade (in meters)
is removed from the damage.

Distance to desired
target Effect on 1d4 roll

≤5m -3
≤10m -2
≤15 -1
>15 0

North West
[9]

North
[2]

North East
[3]

West
[8]

Desired Target
[1 or 10]

East
[4]

South West
[7]

South
[6]

South East
[5]
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Defence
DEFENCE Value

The DEF value of a character (standing for
DEFence value) represents how hard it is
to hit that character with an attack. The
DEF value of a character is effected by their
armour and their agility.

The DEF value of a character is calculated
as:

Against Ranged attacks
10 + agility modifier + Armour modifier +

Cover modifier

Against Melee attacks
10 + agility modifier + Armour modifier

Cover comes in two forms:

Partial cover: Part of a character is
obscured from the attacker. This gives a
+2 bonus to their DEF value.

Full cover: Most of the character is
obscured from the attacker. This gives a
+5 bonus to their DEF value.

Armour

Armour is worn to both reduce the damage
taken from attacks and to help avoid
attacks.

Armour comes in four types:

Heavy
Heavy armour is slow and cumbersome, it
also provides the greatest protection and
requires the Heavy armour skill to use
properly.

Medium
Medium armour is not as protective as
Heavy armour, but it is not as
cumbersome. It requires the Medium
Armour skill to use properly.

Light
Light armour is the least protective, but it
does not hamper a character’s agility. It
requires the Light armour skill to use
properly.

Powered
Powered armour is the heaviest armour
and affords the most protection. Some
Powered armour also grants a bonus to a
character’s Agility, Dexterity, Strength or
movement speed. It requires the Powered
armour skill to use properly.

Dodge

The dodge reaction allows a character to
attempt to avoid an attack. It is used to
lower the degrees of success of the attack.

To dodge, a character rolls an agility save,
they then take away the attack roll they
are dodging against from their roll. If the
resulting number is positive, the attack roll
is decreased by that many degrees of
success.

Dodging cannot increase an attack’s
degrees of success.

Other actions
Takedowns

Takedowns are a way of stealthily attacking
a character and potentially instantly killing
them.

Takedowns can only be performed if a
character is unaware of you.

If the character you are attempting to
takedown is actively looking for you, such
as a guard that is on high alert, then you
must pass three stealth checks against
their perception rolls, (for all of which you
must be no more than 5 meters away).

If the character you are attempting to
takedown is not actively looking for you,
such as a guard not expecting an imminent
attack, then you must pass three stealth
checks against their passive perception. If
your passive stealth is higher than their
passive perception then you only need to
pass one stealth check. For all stealth
checks you must be no more than 5 meters
away.
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If you succeed in passing the stealth
checks, then you make your attack.

The target being attacked must make a
constitution saving throw, depending on
their roll, a number of things can happen.

If the target takes damage other than
being reduced to 0 HP or instantly killed,
the effects of their armour are still applied.

If a takedown would kill the target, you can
choose to make it non-lethal and only
reduce them to 0 HP instead.

Reloading

Reloading a weapon is a single action,
unless the weapon’s Encyclopaedia entry
states otherwise.

If the weapon uses clips and you are
attempting to refill or reorder a clip, then
reloading will take two actions, one to
reorder or refill the clip and one to reload
it into the weapon as normal. These may
be spread out over multiple turns.

Miscellaneous

A number of other actions are included
below, a GM may choose to edit this list or
a specific situation may change it.

Opening a door
Opening a door is a free action if the door
is unlocked. Unlocking a door is a simple
action if you have the key, pass code or
other means of unlocking it. Trying to open
a door that is locked, without knowing if it
is locked or not, is a single action.

Picking up an item
Picking up an item from the floor is a bonus
action.

Dropping an item
Dropping a held item is a free action.

Readying an item
Readying an item that is holstered is a
bonus action. Readying an item that is
stowed is a single action.

Stowing an item
Stowing an item is a bonus action.
Holstering an item is a free action.

Throwing an item
Throwing an item is a single action and
counts as an attack.

Health
HP

Characters have a set number of hit points
that represent the physical vitality of the
character.

A character starts a game with 4 hit points
and gains an additional 1 hit point per level
after 1st.

A character’s hit points can be anywhere
between their maximum hit points, and the
negative of that value. If a character’s hit
points are reduced below this minimum,
then that character is killed.

If the character’s hit points drop below 0,
the character is knocked unconscious and
will sustain a permanent injury. They can
spend 3 points of stress to avoid the injury.

Stun

A character’s stun is their resilience, when
a character takes damage, it is first taken
away from their stun, if the stun would be
reduced below 0, then the remaining
damage is taken away from their HP.

A character starts a game with 10 stun and
gains an additional 1d4 stun per level after
1st.

When a character’s stun reaches 0, they
must make a DC 12 constitution saving
throw. They must repeat this save every

Roll Effect
Critical Fail Target is instantly killed
<5 Target is reduced to 0 HP

6 to 10 Target takes 2x your weapon’s
maximum Damage

>10 Target takes your weapon’s
maximum Damage

Critical success Roll the damage for your
weapon at advantage
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time they take damage and every hour,
until their stun is increased above 0.

On a failed save, the character falls
unconscious for 1 hour, which counts as a
short rest.

Permanent injuries
(OPTIONAL RULE)

Characters may sustain permanent injuries
from any situation the GM declares,
however they are most commonly
sustained by dropping below 0 hit points.

When a character sustains an injury, the
GM can either declare what the injury is,
or roll on the tables below for a random
injury.

Effects from injuries overrule any effects
from perks.

To randomly roll an injury, roll 2d4 on the
following table.

Healing

Characters can recover their HP and Stun
through a number of means.

Stun can be recovered through resting.
During a short rest, a character can expend
Stun die to recover.

A character starts the game with 1 stun
die, and gains an additional 1 stun die per
level. The default Stun die is 1d4, but some
perks modify this.

At the end of a short rest a character can
expend Stun die, recovering the Stun
rolled, up to their maximum.

Characters regain all of their Stun and all
expended Stun die at the end of a Long
rest.

Hit Points can be recovered by receiving
medical treatment.

Players can recover 1 Hit Point per Long
rest if they have access to a First aid kit.
If the character does not have access to a
first aid kit a player may only regain 1 Hit
Point after 3 Long rests.

A character may make use of medical
equipment to recover Hit Points. Each piece
of equipment lists the exact  number of Hit
Points that it can recover and how it is used
in its encyclopaedia entry.Roll Injury

2 Your hand is damaged or destroyed and you
loose the use of that hand.

3
Excessive scarring on your face gives you
disadvantage on persuasion and charisma
rolls, but advantage on intimidation.

4 Horrific scarring across your back limits your
movement and gives a -2 to your agility.

5 Your legs sustain damage, reducing your
movement speed by 2m per turn.

6 You sustain muscle damage, imposing a -2
to your constitution and strength scores.

7

Damage to either an eye or your auditory
system, imposes disadvantage on perception
checks based on hearing or sight. (Roll a
1d4, on an even number, you damage your
eye, on an odd, you damage your hearing)

8 You do not take a permanent injury.
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Sanity
Stress

By default, characters start the game with
no points of stress but up to 3 points of
stress can be taken at character creation
in exchange for 25 XP each.

A character can choose to gain stress to
gain a number of advantages through the
course of a game. These advantages can
range anywhere from a boost to initiative
to advantage on a roll.

Characters begin to suffer negative effects
when they have too much stress. If a
character gains more than a certain
amount of stress, they can become insane.

Characters can lose stress by resting. If a
character takes a significant amount of
time to rest they can lose all their
accumulated stress. Stress cannot be
reduced below 0.

Characters gain stress effects according to
the following table.

For the effect Hallucinations, see the
following:
when the character rolls a perception
check, they roll a die equivalent to the die
listed.

On a 1, the character hallucinates
completely, altering he information they
gain from the perception check.
On a 4, 5 or 6, the perception check is
unaltered.
On a 2 or a 3 the perception check is
slightly altered. For example, colours may
be different or a character may see small
inconsequential objects where there are
none.

All stress effects remain if you have less
than or equal to the number of stress
stated.

Gaining Stress

By choosing to add a point of stress to their
stress tracker, a character can gain one of
the following benefits.

Advantage - For a single roll that you do
not already have advantage or
disadvantage on, you can take a point of
stress to give yourself advantage. This
must be declared before you make the roll.

Initiative - By taking one point of stress
you can add 10 to your initiative for one
initiative pass.

Injuries - By taking three points of stress,
you can choose not to roll for a permanent
injury when you drop below - Hit Points.

Stress Effect

2 The character suffers a -1 to all Logic or
Intelligence rolls

3 The character suffers a -1 to all
Perception and Technology rolls

5 The character suffers a -2 to all Dexterity
and Agility rolls.

6 The character’s movement speed is
reduced by 3m

7 The character suffers -2 to all Think rolls

8 The character suffers -2 to all Move rolls

9 Hallucinations (1d6)

10 The character rolls all Think rolls at
disadvantage

12 Hallucinations (1d4)

15 The character goes completely insane.
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Experience
Points
Spending XP

When a character takes a long rest they
may spend any XP they have accumulated.

Anything the character spends XP on, will
only become available at the end of a long
rest.

XP can be spent to increase stats,
knowledge and vehicle skills as well as to
gain new Perks.

When a character spends XP, their XP is
decreased by the amount spent, however
their Total XP stays the same.

Bonus Points

Bonus points are an optional rule.

Your Game Master may choose to give you
Bonus Points at any point through out the
game. These are often rewarded for good
roleplaying or epic feats.

Bonus points can be spent to gain various
advantages throughout the game.

Boost - 1 Bonus point can be spent to
boost a single stat roll by 10 or a
knowledge roll by 5. This must be declared
before the roll. This may only be done once
per turn.

Faster - 1 Bonus point can be spent to add
6 to an initiative roll. This can only be done
before the initiative is rolled. This may only
be done once per initiative roll.

Proficient - 10 Bonus points can be spent
to gain proficiency in one stat. This cannot
be used on stats that already have
Proficiency.

Levelling Up a
character

Characters level
up every time
their Total XP
increases by their
current level times
100. The first 10
levels are shown
in the table to the
left.

A character does
not spend their XP
to level up.

When a character
gains a level, that character gains 1 Hit
Point and 1d4 Stun. These are added to
the character’s Max Stun and Max HP, as
well as their Stun and HP.

A character can only Level up during a long
rest.

Perks
How Perks work

Perks are a system of benefits that help
customise a character further than points
in different stats.

Perks can be bought for varying amounts
of XP and some perks require other perks
or prerequisites before a character can
acquire them.

The following section lists all perks that are
available to characters.

If a perk has multiple ranks (such as
Precision Aim 1, 2 and 3) then you must
have bought the first rank before you can
buy the second rank.

Stats
From Cost
Negative 50
0 100
1 150
2 200
3 300
4 500

Knowledge
From Cost
1 or 2 100
3 or 4 200
5 or 6 300
7 400
8 500
9 600

Vehicles
From Cost
0 or 1 100
2 or 3 200
4 or 5 350
6 or 7 450
8 600
9 800

Levelling up
Current
Level

Total XP
Required Cost

1 100 100
2 300 200
3 600 300
4 1,000 400
5 1,500 500
6 2,100 600
7 2,800 700
8 3,600 800
9 4,500 900
10 5,500 1,000
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Precision aim

Precision Aim I
Prerequisites: Marksman skill
Cost: 100 XP
When an attack roll with a sniper rifle
misses an opponent, the shot is not taken
and half of the Attack roll up to +3, can be
added onto the next attack as a bonus. This
bonus is lost if you use an action to do
anything other than attack with the sniper
rifle.

Precision Aim II
Prerequisites: Precision Aim I
Cost: 200 XP
If an attack roll with a sniper rifle misses
an opponent and that attack roll had a
bonus from Precision aim I, the shot is not
taken and you can add half the missed roll
up to +6 to your next shot. This bonus is
lost if you use an action to do anything
other than attack with the sniper rifle.

Precision Aim III
Prerequisites: Precision Aim II
Cost: 500 XP
If an attack roll with a sniper rifle misses
an opponent and that attack roll had a
bonus from Precision aim II, the shot is not
taken and you can add half the missed roll
up to +9 to your next shot. This bonus is
lost if you use an action to do anything
other than attack with the sniper rifle.

Slicer

Slicer I
Prerequisites: One melee weapon skill
Cost: 100 XP
If a damage roll with a melee weapon rolls
a 1 on one of the damage die, you can
choose to re-roll all the damage die and
must use the new rolls.

Slicer II
Prerequisites: Slicer I
Cost: 300 XP
On a critical hit, the target must succeed
on a DC 10 constitution save or take 1
slashing damage per turn for 1d4 turns.
This effect does not apply to targets that

cannot bleed and characters do not take
injuries if they are reduced below 0 HP by
this damage.

Perceptive

Perceptive vision
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 100 XP
You gain advantage on perception checks
based on sight.

Perceptive Hearing
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 100 XP
You gain advantage on perception checks
based on hearing.

Gunslinging

Quick Draw
Prerequisites: Sidearms skill
Cost: 100 XP
The time to draw a weapon is halved, if you
have the weapon holstered it becomes a
free action, if the weapon is stowed it
becomes a bonus action.
To use this feature, the weapon must use
the Sidearms skill.

Dual wielding
Prerequisites: Sidearms skill, Aim of +2
Cost: 500 XP
Whilst holding two weapons that use the
Sidearms skill, you can use a bonus action
to make an attack with the second weapon.
Your second shot does not add your Aim
modifier to it’s attack roll.

Smooth talker

Attractive
Prerequisites: Charisma +2
Cost: 250 XP
You gain advantage on any Talk roll against
any character that is attracted to you.
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Resilient

Stress proof
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 1,000 XP
Any time you take a point of stress, roll
1d4. On a 4 you do not take the stress.

Injury proof
Prerequisites: None
Cost: 1,000 XP
Any time you take an injury, roll a 1d4. On
a 4 you do not take an injury

Toxin proof
Prerequisites: Constitution +2
Cost: 500 XP
You gain advantage on Constitution saves
to resist venoms, toxins and poisons. This
includes alcohol, but does not counteract
Alcohol intolerance.

Melee combatant

Shove
Prerequisites: Strength +2
Cost: 100 XP
When you are within melee range of
another character or creature, you can
make a Strength roll to try and shove
them. The opponent can make a strength
save, if they roll lower than your Strength
roll then they are pushed up to 1 meter
away from you. This is an attack action.
If you successfully move your opponent
you can use your bonus action to
immediately make a weapon attack with a
melee weapon or sidearm.

Assassinate
Prerequisites: Stealth +2
Cost: 300 XP
When you make a takedown attack, you
can force the target to re-roll their
constitution save once. You must take the
new roll.

Extra Attack
Prerequisites: At least one melee weapon
skill
Cost: 50 XP
You may make a second melee weapon
attack on your turn as long as it is with the
same weapon as the prior attack.

Knowledge

Focused Knowledge
Prerequisites: The knowledge you chose
must have a score of at least 6
Cost: 500 XP
You gain advantage when rolling one
knowledge of your choice.
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Classes
overview

Every starship has a class. The classes are
representative of the size of the ship and
it’s intended function, although they say
nothing about it’s actual use.

The class of a ship has multiple effects,
these are simplified with a class modifier.
A list of classes and their modifiers is
included below.

The various classes of starship are listed
with a brief description of their most
common functions. There are a number of
ships that do not fit into any particular
class, and some have Class modifiers
higher than 20 or lower than 0.25

Fighter

Despite the countless varieties of Fighters
throughout the Galaxy, from Dart types to
Heavy Fighters, they invariably share the
same role.

Fighters are able to breach some shields
and many point defence systems of larger

starships. Due to this, fighters, when
unopposed, provide a powerful weapon and
strong defence.

Shuttle

Almost every ship above the size of Light
freighter carries a shuttle aboard. These
shuttles are used for transporting goods
and people between various starships,
space ports and planet surfaces.

Transport

Transports are similar in function to
shuttles. The largest difference between
Shuttles and Transports is size.

Where shuttles are usually not equipped
with any significant form of Faster than
light drive, Transports often are. Some
Transports also carry a small fighter (often
a drone) to defend themselves against low
level pirates.

Light freighter

Light Freighters are some of the most
common types of starships found all
through out allied space. Light freighters
are used mostly by various traders to
transport goods across the galaxy.

The ACS and their Cartographers often use
versions of Light Freighters in their
ventures, albeit with significantly modified
Faster Than Light drives and supped up
sensors at the cost of cargo space.

Destroyer

Throughout Allied space, Destroyers can
be found owned by a large number of
varied types of people. From Mercenaries
to star pirates to the Alliance navy.

Destroyers are the smallest of the capital
class ships, usually the smallest and fastest
of any particular combat fleet with
exception of fighter craft.

Freighter

Throughout Allied space, Freighters are a
common sight. They are used to transport

Class Class Modifier

Fighter 0.25

Shuttle 0.3

Transport 0.5

Light freighter 1

Destroyer 1.5

Freighter 2

Heavy destroyer 2.5

Heavy freighter 3

Cruiser 3.5

Battleship 6

Dreadnought 10

Carrier 15

Heavy carrier 20
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large amounts of  cargo or even smaller
ships. Some Freighters are outfitted by
pirates to be used as small battleships due
to their often customisable designs and
significant cargo space that can be
converted to living space , loot storage or
used to hide additional weaponry.

Heavy Destroyer

Heavy destroyers are a rare class of ship,
they are often found in high risk areas that
don’t yet warrant the deployment of light
cruisers.

They are often accompanied by a fighter
escort but rarely by any ship larger than
that.

Heavy Freighter

Heavy Freighters are similar in many
regards to Freighters, they are often found
throughout the alliance’s many trade
routes. Heavy freighters lack the speed or
range of smaller ship, but make up for it
with their immense cargo spaces.

The Military also puts heavy freighters to
use as cargo transports and for
transporting smaller starships. They can
also be retrofitted into a rudimentary
carrier for small numbers of fighters,
shuttles or transports.

Cruisers

Also known as Battle cruisers, the class is
one of the most varied: from heavy
cruisers designed to be able to single
handedly replace a small fleet; to light
cruisers, designed for quickly responding
to any threat.

Cruisers are ships built solely for the
purpose of combat. They are a rare sight
throughout the alliance.

Battleship

Battleships are a step above cruisers. More
powerful and dangerous by a fair margin,
the ships are often the flagships of medium
fleets and there are few reasons that the
Navy actually ever deploys them.

Despite this, Battleships have gained a
significant reputation among the alliance.

Dreadnought

Dreadnoughts are among the rarest ships
in the galaxy. They have little use in
modern times, although when they’re
needed they prove themselves time and
again to be the most powerful players on
any battlefield.

Dreadnoughts are rarely ever seen without
a fleet escort that includes a number of
battleships and cruisers. Such a task force
is usually able to accomplish any task it is
set and is one of the most powerful pieces
on the galactic playing field in times of war.

Carrier

Often times Carriers are smaller in actual
size than dreadnoughts and are almost
never capable of receiving much damage.
They make up for their lack-lustre shields,
hull and weapons in their specialisation.
They are capable of launching hundreds of
fighters as well as housing their crews and
maintaining them. This in itself provides an
incredibly powerful resource on any
battlefield.

Heavy carriers

Heavy Carriers are ships built for the
express purpose of overwhelming an
enemy with an incredible number of small
attack craft. These ships can often be found
fielding as many as a thousand fighters, in
combination with the firepower of a
battleship.

Some heavy carriers are retrofitted to
support a number of ships as large as
heavy destroyers.
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Basics
Initiative

Vehicles have
combat turns that
very in length
depending on the
vehicle’s class
modifier.

The table to the
left shows the
length of combat
turn depending on
the class modifier.

The vehicle splits
its movement per-round until it is the
vehicle’s turn again. For example, if a light
freighter (Class modifier 1) moves 200m,
it will move 100m on it’s turn, and then on
the next round it will move an additional
100m, although it does not get a turn.

If the vehicle has a class modifier of 0.4 or
less, then it acts on the initiative of the
person controlling it (The captain if there
is one, the pilot if not).

If the vehicle has a class modifier of more
than 0.4, then it rolls it’s own initiative.

Action Points

Vehicles have their own system of taking
actions. They gain and spend Action Points
(AP) to perform actions.

The amount of AP a vehicle gains is
dependant on its class modifier and the
number of AP to perform any set action is
based on the rating of the module or
system that that action uses.

At the start of it’s turn, the vehicle has AP
equal to the ship’s class modifier times
100. AP cannot be saved over multiple
turns.

Evasion

Evasion is the vehicular equivalent of
Defence. It takes into account the engine
rating and

Positions
There are a number of positions that any
crewman can take, each of which allows
for a number of actions that crewman can
perform.

The available positions on any given ship,
and the number of each that are available
are listed on the ship’s sheet in the
Encyclopædia.

It takes a crew member’s action to change
position and the new position must not
already be occupied.

Captain

The captain of a ship is the person in
charge. They give orders, call the shots and
usually have the most experience of
anyone in the crew, although there are
exceptions.

A captain has the following actions
available to them:

Power to weapons
Costs: 0 AP
The weapons deal +1 to damage and gain
a +1 to hit for one turn.

Power to Shields
Costs: 0 AP
The shields gain +5 strength for one turn.

Power to engines
Costs: 0 AP
The engines perform better, requiring one
times their rating less AP to operate for one
turn.

Power to drive
Costs: 0 AP
The ship’s drive requires one times it’s
rating less AP to operate for one turn.

Power to sensors
Costs: 0 AP

Turn Length
Class

Modifier Rounds Seconds

≤0.4 1 5
≤1 2 10
≤2 3 15
≤3 4 20
≤5 5 25
≤10 6 30
≤15 7 35

≤20 8 40
>20 12 60
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The active sensor range is doubled for one
turn.

Helmsman

The Helmsman is the position in charge of
actually piloting the craft. This position is
able to move the craft, performing combat
manoeuvres. The following Manoeuvres are
available to the helmsman:

Bring weapon to bear
Costs: 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10 AP
One weapon gains a bonus to hit one target
equal to half the AP spent for one turn.

Evasive action
Costs: 5 times the engine rating.
Gives the craft a +2 to it’s evasion for one
turn.

Accelerate
Costs: 2 times the engine rating.
The craft’s current speed is increased by
up to 2 times the engine rating times the
class modifier.

Decelerate
Costs: 2 times the engine rating.
The craft’s current speed is increased by
up to 2 times the engine rating times the
class modifier.

Manoeuvre
Costs: 5 AP
The craft is able to manoeuvre.

navigator

The navigator is the crewman given the
task of navigating the ship at superluminal
speeds.

Charge Drive
Costs: 2 times Drive rating
Charges the drive one third of the way.

Engage Drive
Costs: Drive rating
Engages the drive.

FTL Burst
Costs: Drive rating times 5
Move anywhere within range of the drive.

Engineer

The engineers are the crew tasked with
maintaining the operational state of the
craft. Engineers are primarily tasked with
damage control, along with maintaining the
equipment aboard the craft.

Reactor boost
Costs: 0
Generates the reactor’s rating in AP next
turn.

Damage control
Costs: 2 times class modifier
Heal integrity by 1d4

Gunner

The gunner, or gunnery officer, operates
the weapons system aboard a starship.
Some weapons will require the gunner to
be located at that weapon, others may be
operated from the bridge.

Fire Weapon
Costs: Weapon’s rating
Make an attack roll with a single weapon

Reload and Rearm
Costs: Weapon’s rating
Reload a single weapon.

Target Lock
Costs: 2 times weapon’s rating
Gain a +2 to hit with a single weapon
against a single target for one attack roll.

Fighter Pilot

Whether remotely or In-The-Cockpit, the
fighter pilots are the crew members who
fly small craft. They do not influence a
larger ship that they are aboard, but their
own small-craft. They have more actions
available to them than any other position
as those craft rarely require more than one
person to operate. This position is not
available on the majority of starships.

Bring weapon to bear
Costs: 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10 AP
One weapon gains a bonus to hit one target
equal to half the AP spent for one turn.

Evasive action
Costs: 5 times the engine rating.
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Gives the craft a +2 to it’s evasion for one
turn.

Accelerate
Costs: 2 times the engine rating.
The craft’s current speed is increased by
up to 2 times the engine rating times the
class modifier.

Decelerate
Costs: 2 times the engine rating.
The craft’s current speed is increased by
up to 2 times the engine rating times the
class modifier.

Manoeuvre
Costs: 5 AP
The craft is able to manoeuvre.

Fire Weapon
Costs: Weapon’s rating
Make an attack roll with a single weapon

Reload and Rearm
Costs: Weapon’s rating
Reload a single weapon.

Target Lock
Costs: 2 times weapon’s rating
Gain a +2 to hit with a single weapon
against a single target for one attack roll.

Power to weapons
Costs: 0 AP
The weapons deal +1 to damage and gain
a +1 to hit for one turn.

Power to Shields
Costs: 0 AP
The shields gain +5 strength for one turn.

Power to engines
Costs: 0 AP
The engines perform better, requiring one
times their rating less AP to operate for one
turn.

Attacks

Weapons
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Part XI

Items
Weapons

 Armour
 Consumables
 AI Bodies
 Miscellaneous

Creatures
Placeholder

Vehicles
Placeholder

Drones
Placeholder

Encyclopædia
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Section I

Items
Weapons

Sidearms
 T5 HM Blaster Pistol
 X1 Laser Pistol
 Rail Pistol
 Coil Pistol
 ARM 6C Revolver

Assault
 T6 HM Blaster Rifle
 LRB ‘93 Laser Rifle
 X2 Laser Rifle
 Rail Rifle
 Coil Rifle

Marksman
 T7 HM Long-Blaster
 X3 Laser Sniper
 Handheld Railgun
 Handheld Coilgun
 Exitium

Support
 T8 HM AutoBlaster
 X4 Beamer

Heavy weaponry
 Z3 Chain Laser
 PR - 43

Knifes
 CHS Hand Blade

Swords
 CHS Long Blade

Hammers
 CHS

Scythes
 CHS Curved Blade

Spears
CHS Long handle

Armour

Armour 1

Consumables

Consumable 1

Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous 1
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Sidearms
T5 HM blaster Pistol

A cheap and reliable blaster, the Type 5 is
the first in the Hot Muzzle line of blasters.
The Type 5, like other blasters, fires a tiny
amount of super heated plasma at
supersonic velocities.

X1 laser Pistol

A relatively inexpensive entry level laser
pistol. The X1 is the first hand held civilian
weapon designed by Alliance Armoury in
the Optical weaponry category.

Rail Pistol

Based on the magnetic acceleration of
Cobalt based rounds to supersonic
velocities, the Rail Pistol is one of the
smallest commercially available physical
based weapons. The Rail pistol is the result
of a joint effort from Cold Hard Steel and
SPIRITECH.

The Rail pistol is designed to be capable of
firing a number of specially designed
rounds in tandem with their regular
ammunitions, making it a favourite for
bounty hunters and outlaws alike, who
often combine multiple ammunition types
in a single clip to keep opponents off guard.

Coil Pistol

One of the most expensive pistols on the
market, the Coil pistol has nearly no recoil
due to it’s design. The Coil pistol is
produced in a join venture between
SPIRITECH and Cold Hard Steel.

ARM 6C Revolver

The most expensive pistol commercially
available at this time, the ARM 6C is a six
chambered revolver with each chamber
holding a single Class 1 Energy crystal. The
revolver is capable of firing a single shot
from each crystal, using the overcharged
beam firing mode.
Produced by Alliance Armoury, the ARM 6C
Revolver is considered a commercial failure
due to it’s high production cost leading to
low sales. This weapon is a favourite
among high ranking military officials.

Name T5 Blaster Pistol X1 Laser Pistol Rail Pistol Coil Pistol ARM 6C Revolver
Skill Required Sidearms Sidearms Sidearms Sidearms Sidearms
ATK Modifier 1 2 3 5 4
Range Class Low Short High short High short High short High short
Maximum
Range 40m 60m 100m 150m 200m

Average Price 50 CR 150 CR 1,000 CR 1,500 CR 15,000 CR
Weight 5 5 7 8 10

Clip type Small Plasma
Canister C1 Energy crystal Any Small MAG

rounds
Any Small MAG

rounds
C1 Energy

Crystal (x6)
Ammo Per
shot 40 mg 30 KJ 1 round 1 round 60 KJ

Firing Modes Single Shot,
3 shot Burst

Single Shot,
Burst

Single shot,
3 shot burst

Single Shot,
3 Shot burst

Single Shot,
Overcharged

Beam
Damage (1d4)/2 (1d6)/2 1d6 1d6 2d6
Armour
Penetration 0 0 1 2 0

Damage Type Fire Thermal Piercing Piercing Thermal
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Sidearms
T5 HM blaster Pistol

A cheap and reliable blaster, the Type 5 is
the first in the Hot Muzzle line of blasters.
The Type 5, like other blasters, fires a tiny
amount of super heated plasma at
supersonic velocities.

X1 laser Pistol

A relatively inexpensive entry level laser
pistol. The X1 is the first hand held civilian
weapon designed by Alliance Armoury in
the Optical weaponry category.

Rail Pistol

Based on the magnetic acceleration of
Cobalt based rounds to supersonic
velocities, the Rail Pistol is one of the
smallest commercially available physical
based weapons. The Rail pistol is the result
of a joint effort from Cold Hard Steel and
SPIRITECH.

The Rail pistol is designed to be capable of
firing a number of specially designed
rounds in tandem with their regular
ammunitions, making it a favourite for
bounty hunters and outlaws alike, who
often combine multiple ammunition types
in a single clip to keep opponents off guard.

Coil Pistol

One of the most expensive pistols on the
market, the Coil pistol has nearly no recoil
due to it’s design. The Coil pistol is
produced in a join venture between
SPIRITECH and Cold Hard Steel.

ARM 6C Revolver

The most expensive pistol commercially
available at this time, the ARM 6C is a six
chambered revolver with each chamber
holding a single Class 1 Energy crystal. The
revolver is capable of firing a single shot
from each crystal, using the overcharged
beam firing mode.
Produced by Alliance Armoury, the ARM C6
Revolver is considered a commercial failure
due to it’s high production cost leading to
low sales. This weapon is a favourite
among high ranking military officials.

Name T6 Blaster Rifle LRB ‘93 X2 Laser Rifle Rail Rifle Coil Rifle

Skill Required Rifles Rifles Rifles Rifles Rifles

ATK Modifier 1 1 3 3 5

Range Class Low Medium Low Long High Medium High Medium High Medium

Maximum Range 50m 150m 100m 200m 200m

Average Price 75 CR 100 CR 200 CR 1,250 CR 1,750 CR

Weight 8 12 9 10 12

Clip type Small Plasma
Canister

C1 Energy
crystal

C1 Energy
crystal

Any medium
MAG rounds

Any medium
MAG rounds

Ammo Per shot 60 mg 40 KJ 40 KJ 1 round 1 round

Firing Modes Single Shot,
3 shot Burst Single Shot, Single shot,

Burst
Single Shot,
3 Shot burst

Single Shot,
3 Shot burst

Damage (1d4+1)/2 (1d6)/2 (1d6+1)/2 1d6+1 1d6+1
Armour
Penetration 0 0 0.5 1.5 2.5

Damage Type Fire Thermal Thermal Piercing Piercing
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Marksman
T7 HM Long blaster

The cheapest sniper rifle on the market,
the T7 is a Blaster, meaning it fires a tiny
amount of superheated plasma at
hypersonic velocities.

X3 laser Sniper

The only commercially available Laser
sniper at this time, the X3 is an
improvement on the X2’s range and
damage but suffers some major drawbacks
in both it’s unwieldy size, High energy
usage and it’s expensive price tag.

Rail Sniper

Based on the magnetic acceleration of
Cobalt based rounds to supersonic
velocities, the Rail Sniper is the result of a
joint effort from Cold Hard Steel and
SPIRITECH.

The Rail sniper is designed to be capable
of firing a number of specially designed
rounds in tandem with their regular
ammunitions, making it a favourite for
bounty hunters and outlaws alike, who
often combine multiple ammunition types
in a single clip to keep opponents off guard.

Coil Sniper

The Coil Sniper is produced in a join
venture between SPIRITECH and Cold Hard
Steel. It is an improvement on the Rail
Sniper’s basic design. Despite it’s extra
weight the Coil Sniper offers improved
accuracy and armour piercing for a heftier
price tag, a drawback that has kept both
weapons in production

Exitium

The most expensive Sniper Rifle available
at this time, the Exitium is an impressively
dangerous weapon. Capable of firing over
extremely long distances, the Exitium was
designed by Alliance Armoury for the sole
use of Alliance Navy Special Operatives,
however when Cold Hard Steel purchased
the designs in 147,734 ARD they opened
the design to public purchase. It is
suspected that the Navy’s exclusivity
ended because a new Sniper rifle was
designed for their Special Operatives
teams.

Name T7 HM Long
Blaster X3 Laser Sniper Rail Sniper Coil Sniper Exitium

Skill Required Marksman Marksman Marksman Marksman Marksman

ATK Modifier 1 2 3 5 4

Range Class Low Long High Long High Long High Long High Long

Maximum Range 400m 500m 750m 750m 1,500m

Average Price 500 CR 1,000 CR 8,000 CR 10,000 CR 100,000 CR

Weight 20 22 24 26 30

Clip type Small Plasma
canister

C1 Energy
crystal

Large MAG
Rounds

Large MAG
Rounds

Large MAG
Rounds

Ammo Per shot 120 mg 60 KJ 1 Round 1 Round 1 Round

Firing Modes Single Shot, Single Shot, Single Shot, Single Shot, Single Shot,

Damage 1d6 1d6+1 1d8 1d8 2d8
Armour
Penetration 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

Damage Type Fire Thermal Piercing Piercing Piercing
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Support
T8 HM Autoblaster

A cheap and reliable auto blaster, the Type
8 is the last in the Hot Muzzle line of
weapons. Like other weapons in it’s line,
the Type 8 uses small plasma canisters  to
fire a number of shots in rapid succession.

X4 Beamer

The only Beamer currently commercially
available, the X4 Beamer is a weapon
primarily designed to maintain a continual
beam of sustained fire on a target. The
weapon is also often used in a similar role
to an auto blaster.

Heavy
Z3 Chain Laser

An incredibly dangerous weapon, the Z3
Chain Laser uses belt fed energy crystals
to seamlessly keep up a continual barrage
of rapid fire lasers.

Pr-43-MK 5

The PR-43-MK 5 is a controversial weapon.
Utilising self-propelled explosive rounds,
the Pocket Rocket - 43 - Mark 5, is
designed to be effective without the need
for accuracy. It’s highly explosive rounds
are also highly effective against armoured
targets.

Name T8 HM AutoBlaster X4 Beamer Z3 Chain Laser PR-43-MK 5

Skill Required Support Support Heavy Heavy

ATK Modifier 1 1 3 ——

Range Class Low Medium Low Medium High Medium ——

Maximum Range 50m 150m 100m 1,000m

Average Price 150 CR 500 CR 20,000 CR 20,000 CR

Weight 10 15 30 50

Clip type Small Plasma
Canister C1 Energy crystal C1 Energy crystal

(x20) Light Rockets (x1)

Ammo Per shot 10 mg 20 KJ 24 KJ 1 rocket

Firing Modes Fully automatic (1),
3 shot Burst

Sustained Beam,
Burst, Fully automatic (4), Single Shot

Damage 1 (1d6)/2 (1d4)/2 20

Armour Penetration 0 0 0.5 0

Damage Type Fire Thermal Thermal Explosive
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Name Skill
Required

ATK
Modifier

Average
price Weight Damage Armour

Penetration Damage Type

CHS Hand Blade Knife
Fighting 1 10 CR 1 1 0 Piercing

CHS Hand Blade
MK 2

Knife
Fighting 2 20 CR 1 1 0 Piercing

CHS Nano-knife Knife
Fighting 1 50 CR 1 (1d4)/2 0.5 Piercing

CHS Long Blade Swordsman 1 50 CR 2 (1d4)/2 1 Slashing

CHS Nano-Sword Swordsman 1 100 CR 2 (1d6)/2 1.5 Slashing

CHS Arondite Hammer
wielding 1 50 CR 20 (1d4)/2 0 Bludgeoning

CHS Fate Hammer
wielding 2 100 CR 30 (1d6)/2 0.5 Bludgeoning

CHS Warscythe Scythe
wielding 1 50 CR 2 (1d4+1)/2 1 Slashing

CHS Nightmare Scythe
wielding 2 100 CR 3 (1d6+1)/2 1 Slashing

CHS Reaper Scythe
Wielding 2 500 CR 3 1d6+1 1 Slashing

CHS Long Handle Spear
wielding 1 50 CR 2 (1d4+1)/2 1 Piercing

CHS Nano-Spear Spear
wielding 2 150 CR 2 (1d6+1)/2 2 Piercing

CHS Storm Spear
wielding 2 500 CR 2 1d6+1 2.5 Piercing

CHS Cyclone Spear
wielding 3 750 CR 2 1d8+1 2.5 Piercing

CHS Point of no
Return

Spear
wielding 3 1,000 CR 2 2d6 3 Piercing
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Knives and
daggers
CHS hand blade

A simple blade, the CHS Hand Blade is a
simple combat knife, weighted correctly to
be utilised as a throwing knife. It is a
common sight through out alliance space
and is well known for it’s good performance
and long-lasting blade.

CHS hand blade MK 2

A simple dagger, the hand blade mark 2
improves over the shortcomings of it’s
predecessor when used in combat. The
weapon is designed to be used on the front
lines of battle and is often carried by lower
ranking foot soldiers or guardsmen. The
mark 2 hand blade is classified as a dagger
due to it’s improved combat potential.

CHS nano-knife

A knife with a blade that reaches only a
nanometer in width at it’s edge, the nano-
knife is one of the sharpest knifes available
on the market. Although over time the
blade’s edge can dull, they are known to
hold remarkable durability.

swords
CHS Long blade

A simple blade, the Long blade is designed
to act as a simple combat sword. It is
cheap and effective.

CHS Nano-sword

Contrary to popular belief, the Nano-sword
is not a tiny sword, but rather has a blade
reaching less than a nanometer in width at
it’s edge.

Name CHS Hand Blade CHS Hand Blade
MK 2 CHS Nano-knife CHS Long Blade CHS Nano-sword

Skill Required Knife fighting Knife fighting Knife fighting Swordsman Swordsman
ATK Modifier 1 2 1 1 1
Average Price 10 CR 20 CR 50 CR 50 CR 100 CR
Weight 1 1 1 2 2
Damage 1 1 (1d4)/2 (1d4)/2 (1d6)/2
Armour
Penetration 0 0 0.5 1 1.5

Damage Type Piercing Piercing Piercing Slashing Slashing
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Warhammers
CHS hand blade

A simple blade, the CHS Hand Blade is a
simple combat knife, weighted correctly to
be utilised as a throwing knife. It is a
common sight through out alliance space
and is well known for it’s good performance
and long-lasting blade.

CHS hand blade MK 2

A simple dagger, the hand blade mark 2
improves over the shortcomings of it’s
predecessor when used in combat. The
weapon is designed to be used on the front
lines of battle and is often carried by lower
ranking foot soldiers or guardsmen. The
mark 2 hand blade is classified as a dagger
due to it’s improved combat potential.

CHS nano-knife

A knife with a blade that reaches only a
nanometer in width at it’s edge, the nano-
knife is one of the sharpest knifes available
on the market. Although over time the
blade’s edge can dull, they are known to
hold remarkable durability.

Scythes
CHS Long blade

A simple blade, the Long blade is designed
to act as a simple combat sword. It is
cheap and effective.

CHS Nano-sword

Contrary to popular belief, the Nano-sword
is not a tiny sword, but rather has a blade
reaching less than a nanometer in width at
it’s edge.

Name CHS Arondite CHS Fate CHS Warscythe CHS Nightmare CHS Reaper

Skill Required Hammer
Wielding

Hammer
Wielding Scythe wielding Scythe wielding Scythe wielding

ATK Modifier 1 2 1 2 2
Average Price 50 CR 100 CR 50 CR 100 CR 500 CR
Weight 20 30 2 3 4
Damage (1d4)/2 (1d6)/2 (1d4+1)/2 (1d6+1)/2 1d6+1
Armour
Penetration 0 0.5 1 1 2

Damage Type Bludgeoning Bludgeoning Slashing Slashing Slashing
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Spears
CHS hand blade

A simple blade, the CHS Hand Blade is a
simple combat knife, weighted correctly to
be utilised as a throwing knife. It is a
common sight through out alliance space
and is well known for it’s good performance
and long-lasting blade.

CHS hand blade MK 2

A simple dagger, the hand blade mark 2
improves over the shortcomings of it’s
predecessor when used in combat. The
weapon is designed to be used on the front
lines of battle and is often carried by lower
ranking foot soldiers or guardsmen. The
mark 2 hand blade is classified as a dagger
due to it’s improved combat potential.

CHS nano-knife

A knife with a blade that reaches only a
nanometer in width at it’s edge, the nano-
knife is one of the sharpest knifes available
on the market. Although over time the
blade’s edge can dull, they are known to
hold remarkable durability.

Name CHS Long Handle CHS Nano-Spear CHS Storm CHS Cyclone CHS Point of no
Return

Skill Required Spear Wielding Spear Wielding Spear Wielding Spear Wielding Spear Wielding
ATK Modifier 1 2 2 3 3
Average Price 50 CR 100 CR 500 CR 750 CR 1,000 CR
Weight 2 2 2 2 2
Damage (1d4+1)/2 (1d6+1)/2 1d6+1 1d8+1 2d6
Armour
Penetration 1 2 2.5 2.5 3

Damage Type Piercing Piercing Piercing Piercing Piercing
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Name Average
Price DEF Weight Soak Slot Special

Simple Helmet 15 CR 1 1 —— Head Light Armour

Simple Greaves 20 CR 1 1 —— Legs (Both) Light Armour

Simple Bracers 20 CR 1 1 —— Arms (Both) Light Armour

Simple Body Armour 50 CR 2 3 0.5 Chest Light Armour

Simple Shield 50 CR 2 3 —— None (Held) Light Armour

Simple Gloves 20 CR 1 1 —— Hands (Both) Light Armour

Simple Boots 25 CR 1 1 —— Feet (Both) Light Armour

Reactive Helmet 50 CR 2 2 —— Head Medium Armour

Reactive Greaves 60 CR 2 2 —— Legs (Both) Medium Armour

Reactive Bracers 60 CR 2 2 —— Arms (Both) Medium Armour

Reactive Body Armour 250 CR 3 5 1 Chest Medium Armour

Reactive Shield 250 CR 3 5 0.5 None (Held) Medium Armour

Reactive Gloves 60 CR 2 2 —— Hands (Both) Medium Armour

Reactive Boots 70 CR 2 1 —— Feet (Both) Medium Armour

Tactical Visor 250 CR 0 1 —— Attachment
(Head)

Requires a Helmet. Gives +1
to AIM rolls with a linked

weapon
(1 action to link a weapon)

Holster 500 MK 0 0 —— Attachment (Belt) Keep a sidearm holstered

Belt 50 MK 0 0 —— Belt Allows Belt Attachments

MAG boots 250 CR 1 3 —— Feet (Both) Allows walking on any metallic
surface at half speed in >2 G

EVA suit 500 CR 5 10 ——
Chest, Arms,
Hands, Head,

Legs, Feet

Allows the user to survive in
Toxic or no atmospheres.
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Name Average Price Type Capacity Weight

Class 1 energy Crystal 100 MK Energy 240 KJ 0.5

Class 2 energy Crystal 500 MK Energy 960 KJ 0.5

Class 3 energy Crystal 100 CR Energy 3,840 KJ 1

Class 4 energy Crystal 1,000 CR Energy 15,360 KJ 2

Class 5 energy Crystal 100,000 CR Energy 61,440 KJ 5

Small plasma canister 100 MK Plasma 480 Mg 0.5

Medium plasma canister 1 CR Plasma 960 Mg 0.5

Large plasma canister 10 CR Plasma 1,920 Mg 1

Extended Small plasma canister 300 MK Plasma 960 Mg 0.5

Extended Medium plasma canister 3 CR Plasma 1,920 Mg 0.5

Extended Large plasma canister 30 CR Plasma 3,840 Mg 1

Small MAG rounds 1 CR MAG Rounds 8 Rounds 0.5

Medium MAG rounds 5 CR MAG Rounds 6 Rounds 0.5

Large MAG rounds 20 CR MAG Rounds 4 Rounds 1

Small Shocking MAG rounds 5 CR MAG Rounds 8 Rounds 0.5

Medium Shocking MAG rounds 15 CR MAG Rounds 6 Rounds 0.5

Large Shocking MAG rounds 50 CR MAG Rounds 4 Rounds 1

Small Explosive MAG rounds 5 CR MAG Rounds 8 Rounds 0.5

Medium Explosive MAG rounds 15 CR MAG Rounds 6 Rounds 0.5

Large Explosive MAG rounds 50 CR MAG Rounds 4 Rounds 1

Light Rockets 50 CR Light Rocket 1 Rocket 2
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AI Bodies
Basics

An AI body allows an AI to interact with
the physical world. They can only operate
a single body at one time and require
physically transferring between bodies to
use a different one.

Changing body

An AI can change body if they are both
within the same space. It is a complex
action to change bodies. The AI cannot
leave the data-chip that it is on, and this
data-chip must be transferred to a
separate body to control it.

Buying a body

An AI’s body is a very personal thing. An
AI will usually choose one appearance and
attempt to replicate that same appearance
across each of their bodies.

Due to this, AI bodies come with a high
degree of customisability, from Soft-mechs
being custom modelled to fit an AI’s
personal look, which is one of the leading
factors in their high price tags, to the
incredible variability in Light bodies. Light
bodies are more customisable, although
they take on the appearance of that the
first AI to inhabit them. This appearance is
set once (usually by the AI’s parents) and
cannot be changed.

Security

A body cannot be operated by an AI other
than it’s owner. This is because each AI
has a slightly different Neural signature
and an AI’s body is locked to the Neural
signature of the first AI to inhabit it.

As of yet there exists no black-market for
pre-owned AI bodies as it costs more than
5 million credits to unlock an AI body, and
doing this factory resets it, which means
there is no profit to make from such an
undertaking. There is a constant struggle
between the black-markets and

manufacturers as they each attempt to
out-do the other.
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Neon Grey Hard-light

0+3

-3+4

+2+2

-4-1

The Neon Grey hard light
is currently the cheapest
Hard light core available
on the market. It’s low
rating is made up for by
a relatively high
resolution for it’s price
range.
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Neon Orange Hard-light

-1+4

-3+5

+3+2

-30

The Neon Orange hard-
light is the second hard-
light in the Neon series.
It features higher
Dexterity, Agility and
Strength. The Neon
Orange is regarded as
one of the best options,
if you can afford it.
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Neon Blue Hard-light

-3+5

-3+5

+4+3

-30

The Neon Blue hard-light
is one of the better hard-
lights on the market. It
has very high Dexterity
and Agility but suffers
from lower Constitution
and has a lower rating
than is ideal.
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Neon Pink Hard-light

-3+5

-3+5

+4+3

-2+1

The Neon Pink hard-light
is an upgrade to the
Neon Blue, designed with
higher strength in mind
but otherwise uses the
same parts. Despite this
the higher Rating and
resolution giving it a
significant price increase.
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Neon Red Hard-light

-2+5

-2+5

+4+4

-2+2

The Neon Red is, despite
it’s high cost, a popular
model among the richer
in society. It is an
improvement in all
aspects over it’s
predecessor model, the
Neon Pink.
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Neon Black Hard-light

-1+5

-1+5

+4+5

-1+4

The Neon black is the
best Hard-light body
commercially available.
It uses class 8 Emitter
crystals to drastically
increase the visual
performance of the body,
without sacrificing its
rating.
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0.5
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Helium Soft-light

-4+4

-4+5

+4–4

–5-3

The Helium Soft-light
body is designed to be
used as a secondary
body, that some AI use
to relax or for formal
occasions if their main
body is a Hard-mech.
The Helium is the first in
the Noble gasses line.
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Neon Soft-light

-3+4

-4+5

+4–4

–5-2

Often confused with the
Neon colour line of hard-
light bodies, the Neon
soft light is a well
regarded body for it’s
resolution. It is often
used as an inexpensive
secondary body for less
wealthy AI.
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Argon Soft-light

-2+4

-4+5

+4–4

–5-1

The Argon soft-light has
twice the resolution of
the Helium soft-light.
The
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Krypton Soft-light

-1+5

-4+5

+4–2

–50

The Helium Soft-light
body is designed to be
used as a secondary
body, that some AI will
use to relax or for formal
occasions if their main
body is a Hard-mech.
The Helium is the first in
the Noble gasses line.
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Xenon Soft-light

0+5

-4+5

+50

–5+1

The Helium Soft-light
body is designed to be
used as a secondary
body, that some AI use
to relax or for formal
occasions if their main
body is a Hard-mech.
The Helium is the first in
the Noble gasses line.
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Radon Soft-light

0+5

-4+5

+5+2

–5+2

The Helium Soft-light
body is designed to be
used as a secondary
body, that some AI will
use to relax or for formal
occasions if their main
body is a Hard-mech.
The Helium is the first in
the Noble gasses line.
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15N

10K CR

0.5
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Blues Hard-Mech

-3+2

+3+2

-1+2

+2-4

The Blues hard-mech has
a hard metallic robotic
exterior, and is designed
entirely around it’s
strength and agility. The
body does not offer much
in the way of comfort and
is usually not a favoured
choice among AI.
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POP Hard-Mech

-3+3

+3+2

0+3

+3-4

The Pop hard-mech has
a hard metallic robotic
exterior, and is designed
entirely around it’s
strength and agility. The
body does not offer much
in the way of comfort and
is usually not a favoured
choice among AI.
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Techno Hard-Mech

-2+3

+3+2

+1+3

+3-3

The Techno hard-mech
is a notable improvement
over the Pop Hard-mech
in terms of Stealth,
Composure and Survival.
The lack of Strength or
Agility improvements
makes this body less
common than most.
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Hip-Hop Hard-Mech

-2+5

+1+4

0+3

+2-3

The Hip-hop Hard-mech
is designed to be more
agile and dexterous than
other bodies. It
specifically has legs
designed to allow it to
jump twice as high as
other hard mechs.
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Jazz Hard-Mech

-1+3

+3+3

+2+4

+4-2

The Jazz hard-mech is
one of the best hard-
mechs commercially
available. It’s sleek
frame and simple design
make it a popular model
among many digital
Terrans, despite its hefty
price tag.
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Rock Hard-Mech

0+4

+5+4

+2+5

+5-1

The Rock Hard mech is
on the verge of being
classified as a mecha due
to its larger size and
strength. The Rock is a
favourite among the
military and explorers
alike due to its overall
top quality performance.
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Cotton Soft-Mech

-2+2

+1+2

+3+2

-1-1

The Cotton Soft-Mech is
the cheapest of the Soft-
mech bodies. It does not
have some of the
features of other soft-
mechs but allows an AI
to feel more like a true
Terran than any other
body does.
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Nylon Soft-Mech

-2+2

+1+3

+3+3

-1-1

The Nylon soft-mech is
an improvement over the
Cotton Soft mech but it
still lacks many of the
features of other soft
mechs. The Nylon does
not have full skin
coverage, with visible
seams between plates.
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Polyester Soft-Mech

-1+3

+2+3

+3+3

0-1

The Polyester Soft mech
is the cheapest Soft
mech on the market with
full reactive artificial skin
coverage. The Polyester
is known widely for its
popularity among AI with
a few credits to spare.
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Velvet Soft-Mech

-1+3

+2+3

+3+3

0-1

The velvet soft-mech has
one of the highest quality
artificial skin coverings
available, with variable
pressure level sensitive
artificial blood flow
simulation, which makes
it react to pressure like
real skin.
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Silk Soft-Mech

0+4

+3+4

+3+4

+10

The Silk soft mech is one
of the more expensive
Soft-mechs available on
the market. Considered
a failure due to it’s high
price tag and low sales,
the silk is improves on
the mechanical aspects
of the Velvet soft-mech.
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Satin Soft-Mech

+1+5

+3+5

+4+5

+2+1

Currently the most
expensive, and best, soft
mech on the market, the
Satin is popular among
wealthy AI for its very
accurate simulation of
skin and flesh. It also has
significantly improved
internal systems.
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Misc
Common Clothes

Common clothes are the
simple garments worn
throughout the Alliance.

Encompassing many forms of garment,
they don’t take up any equipment slots as
they are worn Under armour.

Fancy Clothes

Fancy clothes are clothes
such as formal suits,
dresses ect. They are

primarily often worn on formal occasions.

Travellers Clothes

Travellers clothes are far
more robust than
Common clothes, and are

informal, unlike Fancy clothes. They
include everything from flight suits to
hiking gear.

Backpack

Backpacks are simple
pieces of equipment
designed to allow a

character to carry gear. Backpacks allow
for gear to be carried wen not worn or
being held in your hands.

Dataslate

Data slates are used
throughout Alliance
space for an incredible

number of reasons. They primarily act as
communication devices but are also used
for entertainment, education and many
more things. Dataslates are the equivalent
of a modern day smart phone

Datachip

Data chips are used for
storing and transferring
data from one device to

another. They can contain an AI.

Average
Price Weight

2 CR 2

Average
Price Weight

10 CR 3

Average
Price Weight

5 CR 3

Average
Price Weight

500 MK 1

Average
Price Weight

50 CR 1

Average
Price Weight

50 MK 0.1
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